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The game of science is, in priciple, without end. He

who decides one day that scientific statements do not

call for any further test, and that they can be regarded
as finally verihed, retires from the game.

Das Spiel der Wissenschaft hat grundsätzlich kein Ende:

wer eines Tages beschliesst, die wissenschaftlichen Sätze

nicht weiter zu überprüfen, sondern sie etwa als

endgültig verifiziert zu betrachten, der tritt aus dem

Spiel aus.

Karl R. Popper
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde die Bildung und die Entwicklung der inneren

Struktur von Guinier-Preston-Zonen in einer Al-3 At.% Ag-Legierung untersucht.

Guinier-Preston-Zonen sind metastabile kohärente Vor-Ausscheidungen, die in alu¬

miniumreichen Al-Ag-Legierungen silberreich sind. Mit (hochauflösender) Weit-

winkel-Dunkelfeld-Raster-Durchstrahlungselektronenmikroskopie mit ringförmigem

Detektor, sowie mit energiegefilterter Durchstrahlungselektronenmikroskopie und

hochauflösender Durchstrahlungselektronenmikroskopie einschliesslich der Fokusse¬

rienrekonstruktion wurden frühe Zustände von entmischten Al-3 At.% Ag-Legier-

ungen untersucht. Die Entmischung von aluminiumreichen Al-Ag-Legierungen, ins¬

besondere die Abfolge der Bildung von Ausscheidungen, ist bekannt. Die innere

Struktur der Guinier-Preston-Zonen ist jedoch umstritten. Auf der Basis von Streu¬

experimenten wurden in der Literatur widersprüchliche Strukturmodelle vorgeschla¬

gen.

Proben eines Al-3 At.% Ag-Einkristalls wurden bei 550 °C homogenisiert, auf Raum¬

temperatur abgeschreckt und bei Temperaturen zwischen 105 und 220 °C ausge¬

lagert. Im abgeschreckten Zustand wurden homogene silberreiche Agglomerate mit

Durchmessern bis zu 2nm gefunden. Während kurzer Auslagerung bei 105, 140

und 180 °C bilden sich Guinier-Preston-Zonen mit einem Durchmesser von etwa

3nm. Diese Vor-Ausscheidungen zeigen einen schalenartigen Aufbau: die Zonen

bestehen aus einem Kern mit niedrigem Silbergehalt, der von einer silberreichen

Schale umgeben ist. Der schalenartige Aufbau ist nicht einheitlich ausgeprägt.

Grössere Zonen zeigen einen homogenen Aufbau, kleinere Zonen besitzen teilweise

keine geschlossene kugelförmige Schale.

Nach längerer Auslagerung bei 160 °C haben die Guinier-Preston-Zonen einen Durch¬

messer von etwa 7nm. Diese grösseren Zonen sind annähernd kugelförmig und zeigen

Facetten parallel zu {lll}-Ebenen der kubisch flächenzentrierten aluminiumreichen

Matrix. Energiegefilterte Abbildungen weisen auf eine homogene Silberverteilung in

diesen grösseren Zonen hin. Mit hochaufgelösten Abbildungen kann gezeigt werden,

dass Stapelfehler im Innern dieser Zonen häufig auftreten. Des Weiteren wurden

auch silberreiche Plättchen der 7'-Phase gefunden. Die 7'-Phase ist die nächste

metastabile Phase, die sich während des Entmischungsprozesses bildet, bevor sich

schliesslich die 7'-Phase in die stabile silberreiche Phase umwandelt, die mit 7 be¬

zeichnet wird.
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Da bei grossen Streuwinkeln Rutherford-Streuung dominiert, ist die Weitwinkel-

Dunkelfeld-Raster-Durchstrahlungselektronenmikroskopie mit ringförmigem Detek¬

tor besonders vorteilhaft bei grossem Ordnungszahl-Kontrast, wie er bei silber¬

reichen Vor-Ausscheidungen in aluminiumreichen Al-Ag-Legierungen gegeben ist.

Mit dieser Abbildungstechnik war es möglich, den atomaren Aufbau von kleinen

Guinier-Preston-Zonen aufzuklären. Um den Bildkontrast von Weitwinkel-Dunkel-

feld-Raster-Durchstrahlungselektronenmikroskopie-Abbildungen mit ringförmigem

Detektor zu berechnen, wurde auf der Basis des "multislice"-Algorithmus ein Simu¬

lationsprogramm geschrieben. Dieses Programm berücksichtigt die thermisch diffuse

Streuung, die wesentlich zur Weitwinkel-Elektronenstreuung beiträgt.

Mit Simulationen, die mit Parametern entsprechend den experimentellen Bedingun¬

gen durchgeführt wurden, konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Weitwinkel-Dunkelfeld-

Raster-Durchstrahlungselektronenmikroskopie mit ringförmigem Detektor in guter

Näherung eine inkohärente Abbildungstechnik ist. Auf der Basis des inkohärenten

Abbildungsmodells wurde in dieser Arbeit eine quantitative Methode zur Bildana¬

lyse entwickelt. Diese Bildanalyse ermöglicht die Bestimmung sowohl der Anzahl von

Silberatomen in einzelnen projizierten Atomsäulen innerhalb von Guinier-Preston-

Zonen als auch der Dicke der Folie mit einer Genauigkeit von rund ±10 %. Die Meth¬

ode wurde zur Bestimmung der projizierten Silberverteilung von Guinier-Preston-

Zonen mit einem Durchmesser von rund 4 nm benutzt. Für kleinere Guinier-Preston-

Zonen sind die zu erwartenden Fehler grösser, und für Zonen kleiner als 3 nm kann

eine eindeutige Eichung der Bildintensität, die zur Quantifizierung notwendig ist,

nicht durchgeführt werden. Die Genauigkeit der Methode ist begrenzt durch das

Bildrauschen und die beschränkte Gültigkeit des inkohärenten Abbildungsmodells.
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Summary

In the present study, the formation and the evolution of the internal structure of

Guinier-Preston zones in an Al-3 at.% Ag alloy were investigated by transmission

electron microscopy. Guinier-Preston zones are metastable coherent pre-precipitates

which are silver-rich in the case of aluminum-rich Al-Ag alloys. Using (high-resolu¬

tion) high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy, ener¬

gy-filtered transmission electron microscopy and high-resolution transmission elec¬

tron microscopy including focal-series reconstruction, early states of decomposed

Al-3 at.% Ag were investigated. The decomposition of aluminum-rich Al-Ag alloys,

particularly the sequence of precipitate formation, is well known. However, the

internal structure of the Guinier-Preston zones remains controversial. Based on

scattering experiments, different structural models have been proposed.

Samples of an Al-3 at.% Ag single crystal were homogenized at 550 °C, quenched

to room temperature and aged at temperatures between 105 and 220 °C. Homoge¬

neous silver-rich clusters with diameters up to 2 nm were found in the as-quenched

state. During short-time aging at 105, 140 and 180 °C, Guinier-Preston zones are

formed with a diameter of about 3 nm. These pre-precipitates show a shell structure;

they consist of a core of low silver content surrounded by a silver-rich shell. The

shell structure of the Guinier-Preston zones is not uniformly pronounced. There

are larger zones which appear homogeneous, and some of the smaller zones have no

closed spherical shell.

After extended aging at 160 °C, the Guinier-Preston zones have a diameter of about

7nm. These larger zones are nearly spherical, but show facets parallel to {111}

planes of the face centered cubic aluminum-rich matrix. Energy-filtered imaging re¬

veals a homogeneous silver distribution in these large Guinier-Preston zones. Stack¬

ing faults inside these zones are frequently seen in high-resolution micrographs. In

addition, silver-rich platelets of the 7' phase were found. The 7' phase is the next

metastable phase in the decompostion sequence before finally the 7' phase trans¬

forms to the stable silver-rich phase, termed 7.

Owing to Rutherford scattering, which becomes dominant at high scattering an¬

gles, high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy shows

atomic-number contrast. In particular for the study of silver-rich pre-precipitates

in aluminum-rich Al-Ag alloys, the atomic-number contrast is favorable. Using this
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imaging technique, it was possible to reveal the internal structure of small Guinier-

Preston zones on the atomic scale. Based on the multislice algorithm, a simulation

program was developed in order to calculate the image contrast of high-angle annular

dark-field scanning transmission electron micrographs. This program takes account

of the thermal diffuse scattering, which significantly contributes to the high-angle

electron scattering.

By simulations using parameters compatible with the experimental conditions, it was

shown that high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy

may to a good approximation be considered an incoherent imaging technique. Based

on the incoherent imaging model, a method for a quantitative image analysis was

developed. This image analysis allows both, the number of silver atoms in indi¬

vidual projected atomic columns within Guinier-Preston zones and the thickness

of the foil, to be determined with an accuracy of about ±10%. The method was

used to measure the projected silver distribution in Guinier-Preston zones of about

4nm diameter. For smaller Guinier-Preston zones, the uncertainties are larger and

for zones with diameters smaller than about 3 nm, an unambiguous image intensity

calibration, needed for the quantification, can not be performed. The accuracy of

the method is limited by the image noise and the restricted validity of the incoherent

imaging model.
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List of abbreviations and symbols

Abbreviations and acronyms

ADF annular dark field

a.u. arbitrary units

BF bright field

CCD charge-coupled device

EEL electron energy loss

EELS electron energy-loss spectroscopy

EFI energy-filtered imaging

EFTEM energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy

ELNES energy-loss near edge structure

f.c.c. face centered cubic

FEG field-emission gun

FWHM full width at half maximum

GIF Gatan imaging filter

GP zone Guinier-Preston zone

HAADF high-angle annular dark field

h.c.p. hexagonal closed packed

HRTEM high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

MAL maximum likelihood method

PAM paraboloid method

PIPS precision ion polishing system

SAD selected area diffraction

STEM scanning transmission electron microscopy

TEM transmission electron microscopy

TV television

Arabic symbols

ac2(k) condenser aperture function

aGbj(k) objective aperture function

A normalization constant

Ahg fitting parameter for background intensity I^g of an EEL spectrum

b constant of proportionality for HAADF power-law approximation

c^ volume concentration of element i in phase p

c speed of light in vacuum (2.998 xl08m/s)

Cs constant of spherical aberration (third order)
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eAU
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h

-Mowloss

-'tot

k, k

k11, AU
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ko

ks
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^Nyquist

^obj

L

M(k)

me

^atom

^atom

constant of chromatic aberration

diameter of a GP zone

HAADF detector function

Fourier transform of d(k)

elementary charge (1.602xl0-19 C)

energy spread

electron energy loss

temporal-coherence envelope function

spatial-coherence envelope function

Fourier transform of the atomic electron distribution

elastic electron scattering factor

reciprocal lattice point

Planck's constant (1.0546xlO"34J s)

imaginary unit

objective lens current

any electron intensity, specified in the text

zero-loss intensity of an EEL spectrum

background intensity of an EEL spectrum

ionization edge signal of an element i corresponding to the

image intensity of an elemental map

EEL spectrum intensity of the low-loss region

total EEL spectrum intensity

electron wavevector and its absolute value

(or generally a vector of reciprocal space)

component of k parallel to the optical axis of the microscope
and its absolute value

component of k perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope
and its absolute value

wavevector of an incident electron

wavevector of a scattered electron

highest resp. lowest frequency retrievable by focal-series reconstruction

Nyquist frequency

spatial frequency corresponding to the radius of the objective aperture

camera length

modulation transfer function

rest mass of the electron (9.1094 x 10~31 kg)

mass of an atom

number of atoms
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^column number of atoms in an atomic column

rid number of damage events per scan position

«ima number of images of a focal series

n-m flux of incident electrons

Nt number of atoms i per unit area

Q, Q scattering vector and its absolute value (Q = 2sin(#/2)/A,
for small 9, the approximation Q = sm9/X is used.)

o(q) Fourier transform of O(r)

0(t) object function

q image spatial frequency

r, r real-space vector and its absolute value

rp position of the electron probe

fbg fitting parameter for background intensity I^g of an EEL spectrum

t specimen thickness

Weii dwell time per scan position

t(k", k') transmission cross-coefficient of k" and k'

^max maximum recoil energy

Td threshold recoil energy

2d,min minimal threshold recoil energy

T(r) Fourier transform of t(k, 0)

^inc(q) transfer function for incoherent imaging

U[ spatial frequency corresponding to p;

us spatial frequency corresponding to ps

U acceleration voltage

ve relativistic velocity of an electron

V(r) projected crystal potential

Z atomic number

Greek symbols

a exponent in HAADF power-law approximation

(for Rutherford scattering a = 2)

«C2 semi-angle of the condenser aperture C2

«conv semi-angle of beam convergence

«scherzer,i optimal semi-angle of beam convergence for STEM according to

Scherzer incoherent conditions

ß constant of proportionality in HAADF power-law approximation,

i.e., ß = bnin

Anin, Anax inner and outer semi-angle of the HAADF detector
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^ep(k)

*ep(r)

^probe(r)

phase aberration function of the objective lens

focal increment

spread of defocus

width of the energy window

defocus

Lichte defocus

Scherzer defocus (for HRTEM)

Scherzer incoherent defocus (for HAADF STEM)

fluctuation of the objective lens current

«-multiple of the high-angle scattering intensity difference

of aluminum and silver

spatial information shift

fluctuation of the acceleration voltage

permittivity of free space (8.8542 x 10~12 C2/Nm2)
function that describes scattering from an incident electron with

wavevector k0 to an electron with wavevector ks

Fourier transform of <j>(k)

relativistic factor (7 = [1 — Vç/c2]-1/2)
relativistic electron wavelength

inelastic mean free path of an electron

scattering angle

collection semi-angle for EFI = semi-angle of the objective aperture

characteristic semi-angle for EFTEM

spatial resolution for EFI

information limit

point resolution

point resolution for STEM

partial ionization cross-section of an element i

elastic electron scattering cross-section

elastic electron high-angle scattering cross-section

cross-section corresponding to the creation of point
defects according to McKinley and Feshbach [Mcki48]

solid angle

complex electron wavefunction at the exit plane of the

specimen (in reciprocal space)

complex electron wavefunction at the exit plane of the

specimen (in real space)

complex electron-probe wavefunction (in real space)
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Mathematical symbols

V nabla operator

o* complex conjugate of a

= definition

= about

= equivalent

® convolution

Crystallographical symbols

( )t set of equivalent directions in phase %

{ }t set of equivalent lattice planes in phase i

[ ], specific direction in phase i

( )j specific lattice plane in phase i
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1 Introduction

1.1 Stability of binary solid solutions

On forming a crystalline substitutional solid solution consisting of a solvent and

a solute element, two types of atoms with different properties are forced to share

a common crystal lattice. The question arises which factors determine the final

arrangement of the atoms. Thermodynamics states that the stable configuration

is given by the state of minimal Gibbs energy. For an ordinary binary alloy, the

enthalpic driving force which contributes to the Gibbs energy, can be divided into

chemical or electronic interactions between solvent and solute atoms and lattice

distortions due to different atomic sizes, also called size effect. Additionally, when

discussing the arrangement of the atoms on the lattice at finite temperatures, the

entropy, particularly the configurational entropy, has to be considered (see, e.g.,

[MASS96, HAAS96]).

At high temperatures below the melting temperature, the contribution of the config¬

urational entropy to the Gibbs energy becomes dominant. Thermodynamic equilib¬

rium is thus achieved when the lattice sites are randomly occupied, either by solvent

or solute atoms (Figure la). A random solid solution showing equivalent lattice sites

is realized.

By lowering the temperature, the influence of the configurational entropy on the

Gibbs energy decreases. Hence, both the energy due to chemical interactions be¬

tween the atoms and the strain energy due to the size effect become important.

Depending on the mutual affinity of the constituents, chemical interactions can

cause attractive or repulsive forces between different chemical species. Neglecting

the entropy, for a binary system consisting of elements with equal atomic sizes, the

thermodynamically stable atomic arrangement is solely determined by chemical in¬

teractions. For a binary system with a non-negligible size effect, a selected atomic

arrangement requires a certain strain energy. Therefore, owing to the influence of

the strain energy on the Gibbs energy, the atomic arrangement favored by the chem¬

ical interactions then might not correspond to the thermodynamically stable state.

The interplay between chemical interactions and strain energy thus controls the ar¬

rangement of the atoms in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Three simple schemes are possible, (i) If atoms of a selected element are energetically

favored when being surrounded by atoms of the same element, a phase separation

is initiated. The random solid solution is supersaturated and decomposes. Such
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a binary system shows a miscibility gap with two phases having different atomic

concentrations and possibly different crystal lattices. The phases are separated by

an interphase boundary. Figure lb illustrates a decomposed state with coherent

precipitates (black dots), i.e., the precipitates share a common lattice with the sur¬

rounding matrix (gray dots).

(ii) If the Gibbs energy reaches a minimum when solvent atoms preferentially sur¬

round solute atoms, i.e., if unlike atoms show preference for one another, the alloy

tends to order. The initial crystal lattice can be maintained, but the lattice sites

are no more equivalent. The initial crystal symmetry is broken and a larger unit

cell has to be considered. Sublattices can be distinguished whose sites are either

occupied by solvent or solute atoms (Figure lc).

And finally, (iii) if all enthalpic effects compensate a random solid solutions forced

by a maximal configurational entropy is kept (Figure la).

mm m m m m m m ® ® ® ® ® mm m m m m m m

m m m m m m m m m m mmmmmmmmm®

mm m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m
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abc

Figure 1: Atomic arrangements for two types of atoms sharing a common lattice,

a: random solid solution; b: decomposing solid solution, clusters of solute atoms

emerge; c: ordered solid solution.

1.2 Decomposition and metastable precipitates

Decomposition of a supersaturated binary solid solution requires the mobility of

atoms. The rearrangement of the atoms is based on diffusion, which is a thermal

activated process. Hence, only if the temperature of the system suffices to acti¬

vate diffusion, the state of thermodynamic equilibrium is attainable. If the thermal

energy is too low, the kinetics are retarded and the formation of the thermodynam¬

ically stable state can even be inhibited.

Another factor influencing the decomposition kinetics is the energy barrier of the

decomposition process itself. For an alloy that decomposes by a nucleation and

growth mechanism (see section 1.4), the interphase boundary energy and the distor¬

tion energy due to the emerging phase has to be compensated by the gain in volume
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Gibbs energy. At a given temperature, i.e., for a given supersaturation, only nuclei

of the new phase with a radius exceeding a critical radius are thus stable and keep

growing. The incubation period during which stable nuclei are formed, retards the

decomposition process (see, e.g., [Hard54]).

An instantaneous transformation from a non-equilibrium state, i.e. a supersaturated

solid solution, to the state of thermodynamic equilibrium may thus be hindered by

energy barriers. However, transient metastable states may initially reduce the Gibbs

energy of the system. Energy barriers may be lower or might even disappear by chos-

ing a transformation path involving such metastable states.

For a supersaturated solid solution, a possible metastable state can be made up of

a dispersion of small pre-precipitates with a low interphase boundary energy. Co¬

herent precipitates, i.e., precipitates that share a common crystal lattice with the

matrix, usually have a low interphase boundary energy. Even though the coherency

strains of coherent precipitates are disadvantageous, especially for systems with an

extended size effect, in the majority of cases the earliest stages of homogeneous de¬

composition into two structurally distinct phases are characterized by the formation

of metastable, coherent precipitates [WagnOI]. In many cases, the stable precipi¬

tates with a high-energy interphase boundary form only after prolonged aging.

1.3 Aluminum-rich Al-Ag alloys

Aluminum-rich Al-Ag (Al-Ag) solid solutions are not stable at temperatures below

the solvus line and decompose. An aluminum-rich phase, called a, and a silver-

rich phase, called 7, are formed as the equilibrium phases1 (see Figure 2). The

silver-rich, hexagonal closed packed (h.c.p.) 7 phase with a composition near Ag2Al

appears in partially coherent platelets in the face centered cubic (f.c.c.) a phase

with {0001}7||{111}Q and (1120)7||(110)a [Howe87, Nich61]. This orientation re¬

lationship makes four variants of 7 precipitates - coherent across {0001}7||{111}Q,
- possible. Since the atomic sizes of aluminum and silver differ by only 0.1 % (see,

e.g., [Dube91]) both, the lattice distortions between phases of different silver or alu¬

minum concentration and the size effect in Al-Ag solid solutions are not expected

to affect the decomposition (see, e.g., [Lego84, Lang92]).

The eutectic point at 567 °C - where melt, a and 7 coexist (see Figure 2) - is found

at a silver concentration of 41 at.%, and the eutectic line ends at concentrations of

25 and 58 at.% Ag. At elevated temperatures there is a single-phase region for silver

1In the literature [Mass90] the 7 phase is also designated as ö phase.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram according to [MASS90] extended to 0°C. Two proposed
metastable miscibility gaps for Guinier-Preston zones are indicated by the dot¬

ted and the dashed line. Data from: Hillert et al. [Hill56] (), Freise et al.

[Frei61] (), Baur and Gerold [Baur62] (•), Hillert [Hill62] (+), Gragg and Co¬

hen [Grag71] (0), Naudon and Caisso [Naud74] (), Osamura et al. [Osam87]
(o), Dubey et al. [Dube91] (a), Malik et al. [Mali96] (A) and Asta and Hoyt

[AstaOO] (x).

concentrations below 25 at.%. Hence, homogenization of Al-Ag alloys is possible.

By quenching an Al-Ag alloy from a solutionizing temperature to room temperature,

the formation of the thermodynamically stable 7 phase is inhibited, and small silver-

rich clusters embedded in the aluminum-rich matrix form. During aging at temper¬

atures below 450 °C, these roughly 2nm-sized clusters grow and form metastable,

coherent silver-rich pre-precipitates, called Guinier-Preston zones (GP zones). On

prolonged aging, the GP zones grow and become faceted. Additionally, a second

metastable phase emerges. These silver-rich 7' platelets with h.c.p. structure and

a composition similar to the stable 7 phase, i.e. about 67 at.% Ag, show the same

orientation relationship to the f.c.c. matrix as the stable 7 plates - to which they

finally transform [Howe87]. The 7' and the 7 plates grow at the expense of the

GP zones.
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GP zones are not unique for decomposed Al-Ag (see, e.g., [Cohe86]). Metastable,

coherent pre-precipitates were first proposed for decomposed Al-Cu. By X-ray scat¬

tering, A. Guinier [Guin38] and G. D. Preston [PRES38a, PRES38b] independently

found evidence for small copper-rich pre-precipitates in decomposed Al-Cu. The de¬

tection of these copper-rich agglomerations on {100} planes of the f.c.c. aluminum-

rich matrix was crucial to elucidate the early stages of decomposition in aluminum-

based alloys.

In contrast to Al-Cu, where the large size misfit of copper atoms dissolved in alu¬

minum forces the copper-rich GP zones to grow as platelets on {100} planes of the

f.c.c. matrix (see, e.g., [Karl97, SCHÖ97, Karl98, KonnOI]), Guinier's early

X-ray studies [Guin42, Guin52] on decomposed Al-Ag indicated a nearly spherical

shape of silver-rich GP zones in Al-Ag, hardly affected by coherency strains. Diffuse

X-ray scattering by Gragg and Cohen [Grag71] showed that the GP zones with

a diameter of about 8nm in an Al-5at.%Ag alloy are approximately octahedrally

shaped with faces parallel to {111}Q and {100}a planes. Alexander et al. [Alex84]

who studied 10 to 50nm-sized GP zones by conventional transmission electron mi¬

croscopy (TEM) and Matsuda et al. [MATSOOa] (by high-resolution TEM) confirmed

the result of Gragg and Cohen [Grag71].

Depending on the aging temperature, two different states of GP zones in Al-Ag have

been considered in the literature [Bore56, Bore61, Hill56, Baur61, Baur62,

Hill62, Auer65, Grag71, UngÄ90, Alka93, Borc94]; tj zones are assumed to

form at temperatures below 170 °C with a silver content exceeding 50 at.%, while

e zones with approximately 35 at.% silver are proposed to form at temperatures

above 170 °C. The concept of a temperature-dependent silver content, introduced

by Borelius and Larsson [Bore56, Bore61] on the basis of electric resitivity mea¬

surements, implies an asymmetric metastable miscibility gap for GP zones in Al-Ag

(see the dotted line in Figure 2). The result of Borelius and Larsson [Bore56] was

corroborated by the theoretical work of Hillert [Hill56]. Osamura et al. [Osam87]

by atom-probe field-ion microscopy (AP-FIM) and Auer and Gerold [Auer65] by

small-angle X-ray scattering determined the silver content of GP zones after aging

between room temperature and 300 °C and quantitatively confirmed the reduced

silver content for zones grown at temperatures above 170 °C.

Furthermore, Auer and Gerold [Auer65] found diffuse X-ray scattering maxima

between Bragg reflections for an Al-6at.% Ag single crystal aged at temperatures

below 170 °C and thus suggested an ordered state for the r\ zones. This ordered

state would then give reason to the higher silver content proposed for the r\ zones
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[Auer65]. Ungar et al. [UngÄ90] used X-ray scattering to measure the distortion

scattering due to GP zones at temperatures between 110 and 200 °C as a function of

aging time. These authors [UNGÄ90] found a monotonie decrease of the long-range

distortions with increasing aging time and suggested that this reduction might be

caused by the proposed ordered state for GP zones [Auer65]. However, diffuse

X-ray scattering by Gragg and Cohen [Grag71] showed no sign of an ordered state

for GP zones. Moreover, Naudon and Caisso [Naud74] who used small-angle X-ray

scattering even claimed the "complexity" of the e zones to increase with increasing

aging temperature.

The X-ray scattering measurements of Freise et al. [Frei61], Langmayr et al.

[Lang92] and Naudon and Caisso [Naud74] gave no indication for a reduced silver

content for GP zones formed at elevated temperatures and thus supported the idea

of a symmetric metastable miscibility gap (see the dashed line in Figure 2). The

results of Hono and Hirano [Hono84] using AP-FIM and Malik et al. [Mali96]

who combined X-ray and neutron scattering at large and small angles, also showed

no evidence for distinguishable states of GP zones in Al-Ag.

Concerning the silver distribution within the GP zones in Al-Ag three different

models have been proposed in the literature [Guin52, Naud74, Dube91]. From

the early X-ray scattering results [Guin42, Guin52, Walk53, Belb55, Naud74],

Guinier [Guin96] concluded that two structural models - independent of the aging

temperature - for GP zones in Al-Ag are possible: (i) spherical zones with homoge¬

neous silver distribution and (ii) complex zones, made of a central sphere enriched

in silver surrounded by a shell with a lower silver content [Naud74]. However, it is

clear that the evaluation of Naudon and Caisso [Naud74] is wrong as they add core

and shell scattering incoherently. More recent small-angle X-ray scattering mea¬

surements and evaluations by Dubey et al. [Dube91] led to a different model for

GP zones formed at temperatures above 170 °C; (iii) a silver-depleted core that is

surrounded by a shell of nearly pure silver. This third model [Dube91] may give

a natural explanation for the earlier conclusions mentioned above on the reduction

of the silver content in the zones grown at higher temperatures, as the distinction

depends crucially on the scattering intensity at relatively large angles in the small-

angle scattering pattern. Since no indication of a silver-depleted core has been found

either by TEM [Alex84, Hatt93, Schm94] or AP-FIM [0sam86, Alka93] so far,

the shell model of Dubey et al. [Dube91] has been criticized, even though it was

confirmed by wide-angle X-ray scattering on Al-3 at.% Ag [SchÖ-92] and also by

the more recent combined X-ray and neutron scattering analysis of an Al-3 at.% Ag

single crystal aged at 140 and 180°C [Mali95, Mali96].
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1.4 Understanding decomposition

Thermodynamics offers two general concepts to describe decomposition of supersatu¬

rated solid solutions; (i) spinodal decomposition for an unstable system where small

compositional fluctuations, i.e. homophase fluctuations, reduce the Gibbs energy

and hence grow until the concentration of the stable second phase is reached, and

(ii) decomposition by a nucleation and growth mechanism for a metastable system

where only clusters, i.e. heterophase fluctuations, with a critical size and concentra¬

tion are stable, grow and coarsen, but where small compositional fluctuations do not

grow (see, e.g., [WagnOI]). These concepts can be seen as two different approaches

used to describe phase separation, and both of them are based on approximations

that are hardly fulfilled in real materials. Moreover, since the decomposition kinetics

for both mechanisms (i and ii) are controlled by the diffusion of solvent and solute

atoms driven by a gradient of the chemical potential, for real materials no discon¬

tinuity between spinodal decomposition and a nucleation and growth reaction is to

be expected. Nevertheless, these concepts are essential to describe the fundamental

behavior of a decomposing material, even though the details of the decomposition

process for a selected material may not be described fully correctly.

Since the discovery of age-hardening in aluminum-based alloys at the beginning

of the twentieth century [WilmII], considerable progress has been made in under¬

standing both the behavior of decomposing alloys and the properties - in particular -

of aluminum alloys (see, e.g., [Polm95]). Decomposition processes and decomposed

materials have been studied by various methods, each experimental method showing

specific advantages and examining the phenomenon from a specific point of view.

This fact also implies that each method may miss some aspects of the problem.

Furthermore, the interpretation of experimental data is not always unambiguous.

Models and concepts are proposed based on the results of a specific study. A se¬

lected model may be consistent with the result of a specific measurement, but since

the experimental method may miss some aspects, the model has to be confirmed, if

possible by a different method.

Owing to the small size effect in Al-Ag [Dube91], chemical interactions between

aluminum and silver atoms are expected to control the occupation of the lattice

sites (see, e.g., [Lego84]). Phase separation in Al-Ag has been treated in terms

of a classical nucleation and growth reaction (see, e.g., [Lego84, ERNS87a]). But

the numerous experimental and theoretical studies revealed that even for this sim-
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pie material contradictory results are obtained. There is no general agreement on

the internal structure of GP zones in Al-Ag and the distinction between e and r\

zones is still a point of discussion. It is therefore still necessary to study how phase

separation in Al-Ag is initiated and how it progresses during the early stages of

decomposition.

The present transmission electron microscopy study aims at investigating early

states of a decomposed Al-3 at.% Ag alloy. Imaging nanometer-sized Guinier-Preston

zones and revealing their internal structure requires an imaging technique that is

sensitive to chemical gradients on an atomic scale. High-resolution high-angle an¬

nular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) has

proved to fulfil this requirement. As will be shown, HAADF STEM is a relatively

new method in transmission electron microscopy, which can also be used for a quan¬

titative chemical analysis of selected materials.

Chapter 2 describes the sample preparation for transmission electron microscopy,

the microscope facilities and the experimental setups for energy-filtered imaging and

HAADF STEM. Results of conventional and energy-filtered transmission electron

microscopy are presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with high-resolution trans¬

mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and focal-series reconstruction. In chapter 5

- the main part of this thesis - the theory of HAADF STEM is recapitulated. Ex¬

perimental results of HAADF STEM are presented. Finally, a new method for a

quantitative image analysis of HAADF STEM micrographs, which was tested using

simulated images, is demonstrated. The implementation of this method to study

GP zones in Al-Ag is presented and critically reviewed. The results are eventually

discussed in chapter 6.
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2 Experimental

2.1 Sample preparation

Single crystals produced by strain annealing of an Al-3 at.% Ag alloy were oriented

in (110)Q or (100)Q orientation by Laue back-scattering of X-rays. A detailed de¬

scription of the alloy preparation and the crystal growth technique is given by Malik

[Mali95] and Dubey [Dube90]. Discs 0.3 mm thick and 3 mm in diameter were cut

from the crystals by spark erosion. The specimens were homogenized under vacuum

for 3 h at 550 °C and quenched in water to room temperature. Fast quenching was

achieved by using a vertical quenching furnace. The disc-shaped samples were aged

in a silicon oil bath at temperatures between 105 and 220 °C and quenched in iced

water.

The specimens were mechanically polished, dimple-ground (dimple grinder from

Gatan) and finally ion milled using a "Precision Ion Polishing System" (PIPS,

model 691) from Gatan (4keV Ar ions, angle of incidence relative to the foil plane:

±3°, gun current: 25/iA). Before entering the specimens into the microscope, the

foils mounted on the specimen holder were gas-plasma treated for 120 s by using

a "Plasma Cleaner" from Fischione (model 1020) operated with a 25% 02-75% Ar

gas mixture. The reactive gas plasma removes any hydrocarbon contamination from

specimen and holder and therefore reduces the risk of recontamination of the irra¬

diated area during electron-beam exposure [Isab99]. The samples investigated and

the thermal treatments applied to them are listed in Table 1. For each thermal

treatment, at least three samples were prepared and investigated by transmission

electron microscopy.

Table 1: Al-3 at.% Ag samples: aging temperature, aging time and expected state

according to [Dube90].

Temperature [°C] Time State

as-quenched - initial state

105 15h early GP zones

140 4h early GP zones

160 43 h GP zones and early 7'
180 180 s early GP zones

220 30 s GP zones, 7' and 7
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2.2 Microscopes

The relevant microscope parameters and the special features of the transmission

electron microscopes used are summarized in Table 2. High-resolution transmission

electron microscopy (HRTEM) was carried out using a Philips Tecnai F30, a Philips

CM200 and a Philips CM30. Focal-series and energy-filtered images were recorded

using the Philips Tecnai F30 and the Philips CM200. The Philips Tecnai F30 was

used to perform HAADF STEM.

The micrographs acquired and the electron intensities measured by using a CCD

camera were gain normalized and dark-current subtracted (see, e.g., [Deru95]).

Table 2: Parameters at normal operating conditions and special features of the

transmission electron microscopes used: CM30, CM200 and Tecnai F30 from Philips.

Microscope CM30 CM200 Tecnai F30

acceleration voltage U [kV] 300 200, 197 2
300

electron wavelength A [pm] 1.969 2.508, 2.530 1.969

electron source LaB6 FEG FEG

energy spread eAU [eV] 2.1 0.8 0.9

objective lens SuperTwin SuperTwin SuperTwin

Cs [mm] 1.3 1.1 1.2

Cc [mm] 1.4 1.2±0.1 1.0±0.2

Scherzer defocus A/Scherzer [nm] -58.4 -60.6 -56.1

spread of defocus Af [nm] 10±2 4.5±0.5 3.1±0.5

point resolution ps [nm] 0.21 0.24 0.20

information limit p; [nm] 0.18 0.13 0.10

energy filter - GIF200 GIF2000

recording devices film, 1 k2 CCD 1 k2 CCD Ik2, 2k2 CCD

STEM detectors BF, ADF BF, ADF BF, ADF, HAADF

2 On performing energy-filtered TEM, the acceleration voltage is lowered from

200kVto 197 kV.

Acronyms and symbols used in Table 2:

LaB6 LaB6 thermionic electron gun

FEG field-emission gun (here: Schottky field-emission source)

Cs constant of spherical aberration

Cc constant of chromatic aberration
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GIF Gatan imaging filter, a post-column electron energy filter

CCD charge-coupled device camera (here: slow-scan CCD)

Ik2, 2k2 1024x1024, 2048x2048 pixels

BF bright field

ADF annular dark field

HAADF high-angle annular dark field

STEM scanning transmission electron microscopy

Definitions and relations used in Table 2:

Electron wavelength A:

A = 2nh I 2mP eU 1 +
eU

2mP c2
(1)

where me is the rest mass of an electron, h Planck's constant, e the elementary

charge and c the speed of light in vacuum.

Point resolution ps: first zero-crossing of the transfer function at Scherzer con¬

ditions [Spen88] (see Figure 14 in section4.1):

ps = —
= 0.65 x/CsA3 (see, e.g., [ZANDOOa]). (2)

Information limit p^. highest-resolution detail limited by the temporal incoher¬

ence3, which can be extracted from a micrograph by methods of image processing

[Spen88] (see sections4.1 and 4.2):

Pi =
—

=

7rAAf
(see, e.g., [ZANDOOa]). (3)

The spatial frequencies us and u\ correspond to the point resolution ps and the in¬

formation limit pi, respectively.

Chromatic aberration:

Cc = Af
AU

U
+

ZZA?]ens

2lens

= Af
U

AU
(4)

where ziens and Ailens are the objective lens current and its fluctuation (see, e.g.

[Spen88]).

3There is also an information limit defined, which is limited by the spatial incoherence deter¬

mined by the semi-angle of beam convergence aConv: pi = ^oiconvX2Cs (see [VAND96a]). In the

following, the definition given in equation (3) is used.
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Scherzer defocus A/Scherzer:

A/scherzer — — l/öCsA > (5)

this value for the optimal defocus applies to (partially) coherent imaging conditions

(HRTEM, see, e.g., [Will96, OkeeOI]) and is different from the value given by

the Scherzer incoherent conditions [Penn91], which is introduced in section 2.3.2

[Sche49].

2.3 Experimental setups

2.3.1 Energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy

Owing to inelastic interactions, some of the incident electrons lose part of their ini¬

tial energy by penetrating the thin foil. An electron energy-loss spectrum measured

beneath the specimen contains information about the chemical composition of the

sample, the thickness of the foil and also about the chemical bonds of the material

(see, e.g., [Eger86]). A typical electron energy-loss spectrum (EEL spectrum) con¬

sists of a zero-loss peak, plasmon-loss peaks, a downward-sloping background and

element-specific ionization edges superimposed on this background. The background

in the low-loss region, i.e. at energy losses below about 100 eV, is mostly due to plu¬

ral valence-electron or plural plasmon scattering, at higher energy losses (> 100eV),

the background is caused by plural scattering of dissimilar scattering events with

different electron energy losses (see, e.g., [Eger86]), in particular by convolutions of

plasmon losses. Elastically scattered electrons and quasi-elastically scattered elec¬

trons with energy losses below 1 eV caused by inelastic electron-phonon interactions

contribute to the zero-loss peak. Plasmon-loss peaks, i.e., energy losses caused by

excitations of collective oscillations of electrons in the conduction band, can be found

at electron energy losses between about 10 to 50eV (see, e.g., [Eger86]). The ac¬

cessible electron energy-loss range depends on the spectrometer and the energy of

the incident electrons. Because of the weak signal at high energy losses, measuring

intensities beyond 2500 eV electron energy loss is a difficult task.

Transmitted electrons having excited an inner-shell electron of a selected element

cause a rise in intensity of the spectrum. The increase in intensity, called the ioniza¬

tion threshold, sets in at an energy loss approximately corresponding to the binding

energy of the ionized atomic shell [Eger86]. An inner-shell absorption edge of an
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electron energy-loss spectrum is often characterized by a sharp rise in intensity at the

ionization threshold, which is specific for an element, followed by an extended decay

towards higher energy losses. Intense features, called white lines, at the beginning

of the edge can be observed for some transition metals. These sharp intensity peaks

are caused by excitations of inner-shell electrons to unoccupied outer-shell levels

(see,e.g., [Rez92]). Other edges do not show a sharp rise in intensity at the ioniza¬

tion threshold. The intensity maximum of such edges can be shifted to higher energy

losses. These edges are termed delayed edges. The characteristic edges observable

by electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) are tabulated [Ahn83] and can be used

directly for a chemical analysis of the sample with the advantage (compared with

X-ray emission methods) that even light elements like lithium or helium may be

detected [Eger86]. Furthermore, by a detailed investigation of a selected ioniza¬

tion edge with an energy resolution in the range of 1 eV, the fine structure of the

absorption edge is accessible. From this energy-loss near edge structure (ELNES),

information about chemical bonds can be obtained. For applications of this method,

see, e.g., [GrogOO, HebeOI]. By selecting electrons from a certain ionization edge

of the spectrum with an energy-selecting slit, images can be recorded that reveal

directly the projected spatial distribution of the corresponding element in the thin

foil (see, e.g., [Jouf76, Croz95]). Absolute and relative quantification of elemental

maps obtained by energy-filtered imaging (EFI) is possible when taking account of

the edge background, knowing the ionization cross-section and the thickness of the

foil (see, e.g., [Hofe97]). In analogy to element-specific ionization edges, plasmon-

loss peaks can be used to image the distribution of different phases, which differ

in their free-electron densities [Jouf76]. A full data cube consisting of two spatial

(x,y) axes and one electron energy-loss (AE) axis can be accessed either if energy-

filtered images for a number of consecutive energy losses are recorded or alternatively

by spectrum imaging, i.e., if, while scanning a sample area with a focused electron

probe, the electron energy-loss spectrum is measured for each scan position (see,

e.g., [HoFEOOa, KuraOI]).

Two types of electron energy-loss spectrometers are common [Will96]. The first

uses an in-column energy filter, called Q, filter (from LEO), with the advantage that

for a properly aligned microscope second-order aperture aberrations and second-

order distortions vanish. In the second type, a post-column energy filter from Gatan,

called Gatan imaging filter (GIF) is used, with the main advantage that this type

of spectrometer is an independent add-on attachment to the microscope [Kriv92].

Figure 3 schematically shows the design of the imaging path within the microscope
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front focal plane

objective lens and objective stigmator
back focal plane (diffraction plane, objective aperture)
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Figure 3: Simplified setup of the electron-optical path for energy-filtered imaging

using a post-column energy filter (GIF).

and the GIF mounted below the microscope column. This setup is used with the

CM200 and the Tecnai F30 microscopes (see Table 2). The electron-optical path

suitable to perform energy-filtered imaging is indicated, but the scheme is simplified

by omitting the influence of the various correcting units (quadrupole and sextupole

lenses). Beginning at the eucentric plane with the specimen, the projector lens sys¬

tem of the microscope - operated in imaging mode - produces a diffraction pattern

at the plane of the differential pumping aperture. Beneath the entrance aperture

and the alignment coils of the spectrometer, the magnetic prism deflects and dis¬

perses the post-specimen electron beam. A combination of a diffraction pattern

and an electron energy spectrum is produced at the plane of the energy-selecting

slit. The energy-selecting slit is optionally inserted, particularly for energy-filtered

imaging. The quadrupole and sextupole lens assembly is finally used to produce an

aberration-corrected energy-filtered image on the CCD camera or alternatively on

the retractable TV camera. For details concerning the GIF system, see Krivanek et

al. [KRIV92].

In the imaging mode used for energy-filtered imaging, there is a diffraction pat-
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tern at the plane of the differential pumping aperture. This diffraction pattern is

propagated through the filter to obtain finally a real-space image at the recording

device. Therefore, this operation mode is called diffraction coupling. In contrast,

when recording a spectrum, the image coupling mode is advantageous (not shown

in Figure4, see, e.g., [Eger86]).

2.3.2 High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission

electron microscopy

High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM) was employed using the Philips Tecnai F30 microscope, which is equipped

with a scanning unit and a HAADF detector from Fischione (model 3000). The

electron-optical path and the HAADF detector are schematically shown in Figure 4.

The electrons emitted by the Schottky field-emission electron gun are focused by

the gun lens to a cross-over. Reducing the diameter of this cross-over, which acts

as a virtual electron source, by choosing a suitable gun lens setting and demag-

nifying the electron probe in the condenser lens system, an electron probe can be

formed, whose diameter - at the height of the specimen - is in the range of 0.2 nm.

Hence, using a field-emission electron source, atomic-column-resolved imaging of a

zone-axis-oriented crystal is possible. The incident electron probe is formed and

affected by both, the aberrations of the objective lens and the condenser aperture

C2. The condenser lens stigmator is used to stigmate the electron probe (see below).

As indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 4, the electron probe is scanned across the

thin foil by the deflection coils. For each scan position, transmitted electrons can

be detected as a function of the scattering angle, either by a bright-field (BF), an

annular dark-field (ADF) or a HAADF detector. The BF and the ADF detector are

off-axis and not shown in Figure 4. The HAADF detector below the specimen can

optionally be inserted. The detector plane - between specimen and viewing screen -

corresponds to a diffraction plane. For each scan position, the high-angle scattering

intensity of the corresponding diffraction pattern, integrated over a certain range of

scattering angles which is determined by both, the camera length and the detector

area, is measured by the HAADF detector. According to the scan position, these

intensities are finally arranged to form a real-space image.

Owing to the convergence of the electron probe, at each scan position a convergent

electron microdiffraction pattern, called electron Ronchigram, is obtained on the
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Figure 4: Simplified setup of the electron-optical path for HAADF STEM. The

electron probe is scanned over the specimen by the deflection coils (one deflected

path is indicated by the dashed lines).

viewing screen and on the detector plane. When positioning the electron probe on an

amorphous part of the thin foil, the shadow image contained in the diffraction disc,

i.e. the electron Ronchigram of the amorphous area, can be used to align and stig¬

mate the electron probe (for details, see, e.g., [Jame99, BrowOI, Rode02]). Apart

from instrumental factors affecting the stability of the imaging process [Harr95],

the shape of the electron probe incident on the specimen directly determines the

spatial resolution achievable by (HAADF) STEM A proper alignment of the elec¬

tron probe, practicable by the Ronchigram method [Jame99, BrowOI, Rode02],

is therefore a necessity for high-resolution HAADF STEM.

The condenser aperture C2 with an aperture semi-angle «02 determines the semi-

angle of beam convergence aCOnv of the incident electron probe4, i.e., a,Q2 = «conv

4For a dedicated scanning transmission electron microscope, the objective aperture corresponds
to the condenser aperture C2
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1.25 nm

1.25 nm

Figure 5: Calculated electron-probe intensity profiles. Microscope parameters suit¬

able for the Tecnai F30 (300 kV, Cs = 1.2 mm). a: defocus Af = 0.0 nm, semi-

angle of beam convergence aConv = 9.0mrad; b: Af = —48.0nm, aCOnv = 3.0mrad;

c: Af = —48.0nm, aConv = 9.0mrad (Scherzer incoherent conditions); d: Af =

—70.0nm, aCOnv = 9.0mrad.

The aberration function of the objective lens, which depends on the constant of

spherical aberration Cs and on the defocus Af, additionally affects the shape of

the electron probe (for details, see section 5.2). In Figure 5, electron-probe inten¬

sity profiles calculated for different imaging parameters are shown. The spherical

aberration is severe and increases rapidly with increasing condenser aperture size.

However, for an optimum condenser aperture size, i.e. an optimum semi-angle of

beam convergence ascherzer,i, and an optimum defocus A/Scherzer,i, the two aberra¬

tions - spherical aberration and defocus - balance to produce a minimum probe size

[Penn91]. These optimum settings are given by the Scherzer incoherent conditions5

[Sche49]:
4/4X

.
I

«Scherzer,i = \/7^- , A/Scherzer,i = —

\ C$\ (6)
V <^S

Using these conditions, the electron-probe intensity profile is sharply peaked (see

Figure 5c). The full width at half maximum of this peak, i.e. the electron probe

diameter, for Scherzer incoherent conditions defines the point resolution Pstem for

(HAADF) STEM (see, e.g., [Penn91]):

A

Pstem = 0.61 = 0.43 </CsA^ (7)
<^Scherzer,i

For the Tecnai F30 microscope, the optimum semi-angle of the condenser aperture

«C2 is 9.0mrad and the optimum defocus A/Scherzer,i is —48 nm. There is a set

5For STEM - similar to HRTEM (see section4.1) - the Scherzer defocus for incoherent imaging

A/scherzer,i corresponds to an underfocused electron probe, i.e., to an electron probe focused below

the specimen plane [Jame99].
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of condenser apertures which defines discrete settings for the condenser aperture

semi-angle. HAADF STEM was performed using an aperture with a semi-angle of

10.5 mrad. This value slightly differs from the optimum semi-angle of beam conver¬

gence given by the Scherzer incoherent conditions. Therefore, the optimum point

resolution given by equation (7) can not be fully achieved.

The annular detection area of the HAADF detector is fixed; inner and outer di¬

ameters are 4 and 26 mm. The angular working range for electron detection can be

adjusted by changing the camera length of the microscope. Choosing a small camera

length means that electrons are detected, which are scattered to high angles. The

camera length chosen for acquisition yields inner and outer detection semi-angles of

Anin = 48 and /5max = 302 mrad (for alternative settings, see Table 3).

Table 3: Nominal and effective camera length L for the HAADF detector of the

Philips Tecnai F30 microscope and the corresponding semi-angles of the annular

detection area (/?min, ßmax).

L [mm] L [mm] Pmin Pmax

nominal effective [mrad] [mrad]
120 83 48 302

150 103 39 248

200 137 29 187

250 177 23 146

300 196 20 132

380 268 15 97

Owing to Rutherford scattering which becomes dominant at high scattering angles,

the HAADF signal is strongly sensitive to the atomic number (Z) of the elements in

the sample (see section 5.2.6). Therefore, HAADF STEM is also known as Z-contrast

STEM or Z-contrast imaging. Electrons which are scattered to small angles and do

not impinge on the HAADF detector, can be analyzed with a post-column electron

spectrometer. The combination of HAADF STEM imaging and electron energy-loss

spectroscopy is thus possible. This method was not employed in the present inves¬

tigation. For an application of this combined technique see, e.g., [Dusc98].

For a direct quantitative analysis of the image intensity of high-resolution HAADF

STEM micrographs, the linearity of the HAADF detector response has to be war¬

ranted. The linearity of the detector was checked by comparing the response of

the HAADF detector with the counts of the 1 k2 CCD camera when a beam was

impinging on the HAADF detector or on the CCD camera. The 1 k2 CCD camera
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Figure 6: Comparison of CCD counts and HAADF signal for two different contrast

and brightness settings (•, ). Taking the dark current of the HAADF detector

into account, a linear relation between CCD counts and HAADF signal is obtained

for both settings (contrast: • 29.7%, 25.0%; brightness: • 60.9%, 61.7%).
Saturation of the HAADF detector sets in at 65520 counts.

of the Tecnai F30 microscope can optionally be inserted above the GIF to acquire

unfiltered images. Changing the intensity of the electron-beam current, the re¬

sponses of the HAADF detector and the CCD camera can be compared. For two

different contrast and brightness settings of the HAADF detector, linear relations

between HAADF detector response and CCD camera counts were found (see Fig¬

ure 6). As for CCD cameras, deviations from the perfect linear response can be

ignored [Deru95, MeyeOO], the linearity of the HAADF detector response is ful¬

filled for the range of contrast and brightness settings used.

Measuring the electron-beam current by using a Faraday cup, a conversion rate

of (2.02 ± 0.31) counts/electron was evaluated for the 1 k2 CCD camera of the

Tecnai F30 microscope. Taking account of the dark current of the HAADF de¬

tector, from the CCD camera conversion rate, a HAADF-detector conversion of

(6.2 ± 0.6) x 10~3counts-s/electron was evaluated by positioning the beam, which

was first impinging on the CCD camera, on the HAADF detector. The conversion of

the HAADF detector depends on its contrast and brightness settings. The contrast

and brightness settings of the HAADF detector used for the calibration were 29.7 %
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and 60.9%. Similar settings were used for acquiring the quantitatively analyzed

HAADF STEM micrographs (see section5.6).
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3 Energy-filtered imaging

3.1 Elemental mapping

Energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) offers the possibility

of element-selective imaging (see, e.g., [Jotjf76, Shum86, Eger86]). By energy-

filtered imaging (EFI) at element-specific inner-shell absorption edges, micrographs

can be recorded, which directly reveal the projected distribution of a selected ele¬

ment in the thin foil (see section 2.3.1). Usually, the signals of the absorption edges

are weaker than the background intensity [Hofe97]. For accessing undisturbed

chemical information, a correction for the background intensity is therefore neces¬

sary. The removal of the background intensity from energy-filtered images is crucial,

particularly for a quantitative interpretation of elemental maps.

A common method to take account of the background is the three-window method

[Shum86, Croz95]. Three energy-filtered micrographs are required; two below the

edge energy, i.e. at energy losses lower than the ionization threshold, called pre-edge

images, and one above the edge onset, called post-edge image. The latter image con¬

tains the chemical information. Assuming an inverse power-law dependence of the

background intensity I\,g on the electron energy loss E [Shum86, Eger86], i.e.,

/bg = AhgE~rhs, the pre-edge images provide the information needed to determine

the two fitting parameters Ahg and rbg [Croz95].

Figure 7 schematically shows the positions and widths of the energy windows used to

record aluminum maps. The ionization threshold of the aluminum 1^,3 absorption

edge is found at an electron energy loss of 73 eV [Ahn83]. The pre-edge images

are centered at 63 eV and 68 eV electron energy loss, the post-edge image at 78 eV,

and the width of the energy-selecting slit, i.e. the energy window, is 10 eV. The

background intensity Jbg - indicated by the dashed line in Figure 7 - fitted for the

pre-edge region is extrapolated to the post-edge region and finally subtracted from

the post-edge image. The background-corrected post-edge image is called elemental

map and contains pure chemical information which can be used for a quantitative

chemical analysis of the thin foil (see, e.g., [Croz95, Hofe97, Grog98, HoFEOOa,

GrogOO]).

The inverse power-law model for the background intensity Ibg holds for sample thick-
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Figure 7: Electron energy-loss spectrum of the aluminum L2,3 absorption edge at

73 eV electron energy loss in Al-3 at.% Ag; the minor edge Li at 118 eV is also

marked. The shaded areas indicate the three energy windows required for the three-

window method; two pre-edge and one post-edge images. The dashed line shows the

extrapolation of the background intensity to the post-edge region.

nesses up to about one inelastic mean free path Ainei [Hofe97]6. The validity of the

background correction is limited to absorption edges which are not superimposed on

tails of possible plasmon-loss peaks and which are not affected by other absorption

edges [Hofe97]. Owing to changes in thickness or composition, the background

intensity of an energy-filtered image may vary across the field of view. Hence, the

background correction must be done for each pixel of the CCD camera separately.

The fitting parameters - A^g and fbg - may thus vary from pixel to pixel. Specimen

drift during and between the acquisitions can cause misalignment of the images. It

is therefore essential to properly align the three images in advance.

The positions of the energy window for pre- and post-edge image acquisitions rela¬

tive to the edge onset and the width of the energy-selecting slit can seriously affect

both the accuracy of the background correction and the signal-to-noise ratio of ele-

6According to Prof. B. Jouffrey (private communication), the validity of the inverse power-law
has to be considered with some caution, particularly for sample thicknesses above 0.5 Ainei-

160
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mental maps [Koth98]. For complex spectra - where for instance absorption edges

overlap - or solely to improve the accuracy of the background correction, more elab¬

orate techniques using more than two pre-edge images have been developed (see,

e.g., [WALT99]).

Absolute quantification of background-corrected energy-filtered images is possible.

An elemental map displays the spatial distribution of the ionization edge signal

It(90,AE) of an element i. The ionization edge signal It(9Q, AE) is a function of

the energy window AE and the collection semi-angle 90 determined by the objective

aperture. For each pixel of the map, the number of atoms i per unit area Nt of the

projected foil is given by (see, e.g., [Eger86, Hofe97]):

Nt =
W»A£?)

(g)
-fiowioss(#o, AE) at{90, AE)

where I\OVI\OSS{90,AE) is the low-loss signal containing the zero-loss peak and - de¬

pending on the energy window AE - contributions of plasmon-loss peaks, while

ai(90,AE) is the partial ionization cross-section of the element i. Both It and

iiowioss can be measured. Values for the partial ionization cross-sections can either

be measured by using standard specimens of known compositions or be found in

the literature (see, e.g., [Croz88, Hofe91, HoFE96a]). Diffraction effects in crys¬

talline materials, particularly when recording elemental maps in zone-axis orienta¬

tions, and thickness changes can impair the accuracy of concentration measurements

[Hofe97, MoOR99a]. Therefore, it is often advantageous to measure ratios of con¬

centrations, i.e. relative concentrations [Hofe97]. For a material containing the

elements i and j, the ratio of the concentrations Nt and N3 is obtained when the

elemental map It is divided by the elemental map I3. Application of equation (8)

yields (see, e.g., [HoFE96b]):

Nt
=

It{60,AE)a3(60,AE)

N3 IJ(9o,AE)a%(90,AEy
(9)

If either the partial ionization cross-sections - o% and a3 - are known or the ratio of

the partial ionization cross-sections is known, the ratio of the concentrations Nl/NJ
can be calculated. The ratio of two elemental maps is called atomic-ratio map

[Hofe97]. Diffraction and thickness effects, which are normally present in elemen¬

tal maps, are suppressed in atomic-ratio maps [Hofe97].

To enhance the chemical contrast of energy-filtered images, particularly for im¬

ages with weak chemical signals, the post-edge image can be divided by a pre-

edge image. The ratio image obtained after correct alignment of the two images is
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called jump-ratio map (see, e.g., [Hofe95]). The chemical signal of the jump-ratio

map is improved and both thickness and diffraction effects are nearly eliminated

[Hofe97, MoOR99a]. However, compared with elemental maps, jump-ratio maps

are not quantifiable.

Although the intensity of the energy-filtered images decreases, the signal-to-noise

ratio of jump-ratio maps can be improved by inserting a small objective aperture

[MoOR99b]. For elements present at low concentrations and for elements with small

ionization cross-sections, the jump-ratio technique is advantageous and gives a qual¬

itative impression of the elemental distribution [Hofe97].

The thickness of the sample can be measured by the log-ratio technique (see, e.g.,

[Eger86]). Two images are required; an unfiltered image Itot containing the whole

spectrum information with elastic and inelastic contributions and a zero-loss filtered

image IQ which contains elastic and quasi-elastic contributions. The logarithm of the

ratio of the two images - called thickness map - gives the thickness t of the sample in

units of the inelastic mean free path for electrons A;nei, i.e., t/Xine\ = ln(/tot//0)- The

inelastic mean free path A;nei can be calculated by a method proposed by Malis et

al. [Mali88]. Therefore, the log-ratio technique can be used to access the absolute

thickness of the sample. However, the accuracy of calculated values for the inelastic

mean free path Ainei is questionable, particularly for elements with an atomic number

Z above 47 [Yang95].

3.2 Results

Energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy was performed using the Philips

CM200 microscope equipped with a Gatan imaging filter (GIF). Energy-filtered im¬

ages were recorded using the aluminum L2,3 absorption edge and both the N2,3 and

the M4>5 absorption edges of silver. The energy windows used to acquire elemental

maps and jump-ratio maps are summarized in Table 4. DigitalMicrograph software

was used to measure the relative drift of the images, to align the images and to cal¬

culate thickness maps, jump-ratio and elemental maps.

In Al-Ag, the silver N2]3 absorption edge does not appear at 56 eV electron en¬

ergy loss [Cson98] as reported for pure silver in, e.g., [Ahn83]. Because of the

bonding of silver in aluminum the edge onset is shifted to 45 eV electron energy

loss [Cson98]. Plasmon-loss peaks are expected at energy losses below about 50 eV
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[Eger86]. Therefore, for absorption edges below about 100eV energy loss, the in¬

verse power-law described in section 3.1 loses its validity to describe the background

intensity [Hofe97]. To warrant a correct background correction according to the

three-window method, the choice of absorption edges well below 100 eV electron

energy loss should be avoided [Hofe97]. When using thin samples with thicknesses

t lower than one inelastic mean free path Ajnei, plasmon-loss peaks are weak. If

elemental maps or jump-ratio maps are recorded in thin samples at the silver N2)3

absorption edge, at least a qualitative interpretation of the silver distribution is

therefore reasonable (see, e.g., [Cson98]).

Table 4: Inner-shell absorption edges and energy windows used to record energy-

filtered images. The electron energy losses given for the pre-edge and the post-edge

acquisition correspond to the center of the energy window.

Absorption Edge onset Width of energy Pre-edge 1 Pre-edge 2 Post-edge

edge [eV] window [eV] [eV] [eV] [eV]
Al L2i3 73 10 58 68 78

Ag N2;3 45 8 33 39 53

Ag M4,5 367 60 267 317 407

The low ionization threshold of the silver N2]3 absorption edge favors the silver M4)5

absorption edge at 367 eV electron energy loss for recording silver maps. However,

the silver M45 absorption edge is a delayed edge with a broad and ill-defined thresh¬

old [Koth98]. The chemical signal of the silver M4]5 absorption edge is thus weak.

Even for carefully chosen energy windows, the signal-to-noise ratio of the corre¬

sponding elemental maps is poor [MoorOO].

Figure 8a shows a zero-loss-filtered bright-field micrograph of Al-3 at.% Ag in (110)Q

zone-axis orientation aged for 43 h at 160 °C. Both 7' platelets with a diameter of

about 180 nm and a thickness below 10 nm and GP zones with a diameter of about

7nm can be seen. One 7' platelet is shown edge-on in the center of the micrograph

and two others, which are inclined, can be found with weaker contrast features on

the right side. Figure 8b shows in a perspective illustration a relative thickness map

of the foil area shown in Figure 8a. The mean thickness in units of the inelastic

mean free path Ajnei is 0.42. A foil thickness lower than the inelastic mean free path

Ainei makes reliable quantitative elemental mapping possible [Hofe97]. This is thus

fulfilled in the case of Figure 8. An inelastic mean free path of 126 nm for 197keV

electrons in Al-3 at.% Ag was calculated according to the method proposed by Malis

et al. [MAL188]. Hence, the mean thickness t of the foil is 53 nm.
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Figure 8- Energy-filtered images recorded in (110)a zone-axis orientation of Al-

3 at %Ag aged for 43 h at 160 °C a- zero-loss-filtered bright-field image; b- relative

thickness profile; c- silver map recorded using the M4j5 absorption edge; d- aluminum

map recorded using the L2]3 absorption edge

Figure 8c shows a silver map of the same foil area shown in Figure 8a The silver

map was recorded at the silver M45 absorption edge using the three-window method

Figure 8d shows the corresponding aluminum map using the aluminum L2j3 absorp¬

tion edge The positions and the width of the energy window for recording the silver

map were chosen according to the optimized criteria evaluated by Kothleitner and

Hofer [Koth98]. Pre- and post-edge images of the silver map were each acquired

with an exposure time of 45 s. For the aluminum map, exposure times of 10 s were

chosen In spite of the longer exposure times used to acquire the silver map, the

silver map in Figure 8c is still noisy compared with the aluminum map in Figure 8d

Owing to the weak signal of the silver M4)5 absorption edge, both the GP zones and
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the inclined 7' precipitates can hardly be seen in the silver map (Figure 8c). To

reveal qualitatively the silver distribution in the foil, it is advantageous to calculate

a jump-ratio map. The silver jump-ratio map shown in Figure 9a was obtained by

dividing the post-edge image by the pre-edge 2 image. Obviously, compared with the

silver map (Figure 8c), the chemical contrast of the jump-ratio map (Figure 9a) is

enhanced and the noise is suppressed. Figure 9b shows the corresponding aluminum

jump-ratio map obtained by dividing the post-edge by the pre-edge 2 image.

Although the silver map in Figure 8c is very noisy, a quantitative chemical analy¬

sis on the basis of the elemental maps shown in Figures 8c and 8d was attempted.

The atomic-ratio map was obtained by dividing the silver map (Figure 8c) by the alu¬

minum map (Figure 8d) and taking account of the different exposure times [Hofe97].

Figure 10 shows a central cutout of the atomic-ratio map.

Figure 9: Jump-ratio maps recorded in (110)Q zone-axis orientation of Al-3 at.% Ag

aged for 43 h at 160 °C. a: silver jump-ratio map recorded using the M4)5 absorption

edge; b: aluminum jump-ratio map recorded using the L2j3 absorption edge.

For a quantitative chemical analysis of the silver distribution within the thin foil,

the values or at least the ratio of the partial ionization cross-sections of aluminum

ctai(#05 AE) and silver a\g(90, AE) are required (see equation (9)). By measuring

a standard specimen with a known composition the ratio of these cross-sections is

experimentally accessible if the same imaging conditions, i.e., equal values for both

the collection semi-angle 90 and the energy window AE, are used. The concentra¬

tion of the 7' phase is known from measurements by, e.g., Howe et al. [Howe87].

Hence, the 7' platelet which is seen edge-on in the center of the maps, can be used

to calibrate the atomic-ratio map. An extra standard specimen is not needed and

furthermore, the standard, i.e. the 7' platelet, is obviously imaged under the same
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conditions. Using the 7' platelet for the intensity calibration of the atomic-ratio map,

it is assumed that this platelet with a silver concentration of 67 at.% [Howe87] cuts

the whole thickness of the foil. This assumption is reasonable, as the thickness of

the foil is 53 nm and the diameter of the 7' platelet is about 180 nm. According to

equation (9), the image intensity of the 7' platelet in the atomic-ratio map -atomic-ratio

can be written as (omitting the dependence on 90 and AE for clarity):

atomic-ratio P'
ÇAg OAl_

_

0-67 (7A1

CA1 ^Ag 0.33 0Ag
' (10)

where Ij_ and I\\ designate the image intensity of the 7' platelet in the silver and

the aluminum map, c] is the volume concentration of element i in the 7' phase

and, ctai and <TAg are the partial ionization cross-sections of aluminum and silver.

The ratio of the partial ionization cross-sections OAi/cAg is a constant over the field

of view. Hence, the calibration given in equation (10) determines the ratio of the

concentrations CAg/cAi for each pixel of the atomic-ratio map. For a binary system,

the absolute concentrations (see color scale in Figure 10) can be calculated if the

ratio of the concentrations cas/ca\ is known (cAg + cai = 1).

Figure 10: Atomic-ratio map calculated using central cutouts of the aluminum and

silver maps shown in Figure 8. Calibration of the image intensity (see color scale)
was done by assuming a concentration of 67 at.% Ag for the 7' platelet.
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The 7nm-sized GP zones are embedded in the aluminum-rich matrix. Hence, the

silver concentration given in Figure 10 at positions where GP zones are observed,

does not solely reflect the silver concentration of these zones. If the matrix contri¬

butions below and above the GP zones are considered, the silver concentration of

the GP zones can be determined. Assuming spherical GP zones with a diameter

dçp of 7nm, the silver concentration in the projected center of the zones CAg given

in Figure 10 can be written as:

_

t - dGP trix dGP GP

CAg—
"

CAg ~\ —

CAg, {11)

where t is the foil thickness, cAgitnx and cAg are the volume concentration of silver

in the matrix and in the GP zones. The silver concentration of the matrix cA1£itnx

can be measured in the precipitate-free zone surrounding the 7' platelet; a value of

about 8at.% Ag is found (see Figure2). This value is much too high compared -

for instance - with the result of Dubey et al. [Dube91], who determined a silver

concentration of the matrix of (0.075±0.25) at.% from small-angle X-ray scattering.

However, using a value of 8 at.% silver in equation (11), a silver concentration in the

GP zones of nearly 100 at.% is obtained. Even though such a high value for the

silver concentration of GP zones is not unrealistic, this result must be rejected as it

is based on an incorrect silver concentration of the matrix.

Owing to the noisy silver map shown in Figure 8c, which only shows a very weak

chemical signal, any quantitative chemical analysis must fail. This failure is obvi¬

ously revealed by the unrealistically high value obtained for the silver concentration

of the matrix.

The reason for the erroneous value of the silver concentration is apparent. Using

the silver N2]3 absorption edge at 45 eV electron energy loss to record energy-filtered

images, a proper background correction using the three-window method is not pos¬

sible. The background intensity of the silver N2]3 absorption edge is expected to be

affected by tails of plasmon-loss peaks. The inverse power-law is thus not valid to

describe the background intensity.

However, compared with the M4;5 absorption edge of silver, the chemical signal of

the N2;3 edge is more pronounced (see, e.g., [Ahn83]). A qualitative characterization

of the silver distribution in the foil, and particularly in GP zones (see Figure lib), is

possible if jump-ratio maps are acquired using the silver N23 absorption edge (see,

e.g., [CSON98]).

Figurella shows a zero-loss-filtered high-resolution transmission electron micro¬

graph recorded in (110)a zone-axis orientation of a GP zone in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for

43h at 160°C. The arrows indicate stacking faults on (Ill)Q planes. This type of
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stacking fault inside the silver-rich phase is common for GP zones of similar size (see,

e g , [Schw90, Voss99]) Radiation damage can not be excluded when irradiating

the thin foil with 197keV electrons Working at 150 kV, Schwander et al [Schw90]

proved that this type of stacking fault is not an artifact caused by possible radiation

damage [Schw90]

Figure lib is a silver jump-ratio map of the GP zone shown in Figure 11a and Fig¬

ure lie represents the corresponding aluminum jump-ratio map The jump-ratio

maps were recorded at the silver N2;3 absorption edge and at the aluminum L2)3

edge, each obtained by dividing the post-edge by the pre-edge 1 image (see Table 4)

The chemical signal appears blurred and diffuse at the surface of the GP zone, but

both the silver and the aluminum jump-ratio map show faint {lll}a lattice fringes

Although jump-ratio maps with atomic resolution have been reported [Frei99] -

even for aluminum alloys [MATSOOb] - the lattice fringes in Figures 9b and 9c are

likely to be artifacts due to elastic scattering and do not reveal true chemical infor¬

mation [Kriv92]

Figure ll- Guinier-Preston zone in Al-3 at %Ag aged for 43 h at 160 °C recorded

in (IIO)q, zone-axis orientation a zero-loss-filtered high-resolution transmission

electron micrograph, two stacking faults on (lll)a planes inside the GP zone are

indicated by arrows, b- silver jump-ratio map using the N2>3 absorption edge;
c aluminum jump-ratio map using the L23 absorption edge

3.3 Discussion

The energy-filtered images in Figures 8c, 8d, 9a and 9b clearly reveal a precipitate-

free zone surrounding the 7' platelet in the center of the maps Obviously, the 7'

phase grows at the expense of the GP zones, which after prolonged aging eventually

will disappear This sequence is well known (see, e g , [Howe87]) In contrast, the
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nucleation of the 7' phase is not clear (see, e g , [VOSS99]) Whether some of the 7'

platelets - with hep structure - are nucleated at stacking faults inside GP zones

(see Figurella) or if the 7' phase emerges independently, can not be decided by in¬

specting the micrographs shown in Figures 8 and 9 Silver in solid solution reduces

the stacking-fault energy of aluminum [Nich61] The stacking-fault energy in the

matrix is about 200 mJ/m2 [Hatt94] whereas the stacking-fault energy inside GP

zones is expected to be negative [Hirs65] Since stacking faults on {lll}a planes in

the fee phase formed by loops of partial dislocations correspond to a local hep

stacking sequence, and because the thermodynamically stable silver-rich phase has

the hep structure, a negative stacking-fault energy inside silver-rich GP zones is

likely Hence, stacking faults preferentially form inside silver-rich GP zones The

occurrence of stacking faults inside GP zones is not unique for the zone shown in

Figure 11 These planar defects are typical for GP zones in Al-3 at %Ag aged for

43 h at 160 °C (see Figure 12)

Figure 12- High-resolution micrographs of Guinier-Preston zones in Al-3 at %Ag

aged for 43 h at 160 °C recorded in an (110)Q zone-axis orientation using the Philips
CM30 microscope operated at 300 kV a- Several Guinier-Preston zones of about

7nm diameter, some of them containing planar defects b Guinier-Preston zone

containing stacking faults on {lll}a planes

Since the stacking faults are located inside GP zone which are embedded in the -

presumably - defect-free matrix, the type of stacking fault and the corresponding

partial dislocations can not be determined The aluminum-rich lattice below and

above the GP zones blurrs the structural information of the stacking fault Because
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of the local h.c.p. stacking sequence, stacking faults inside GP zones are supposed

to act as nuclei for 7' platelets [Dube90]. Beside the heterogeneous nucleation of 7'

platelets at helical dislocations reported by Nicholson and Nutting [Nich61], a con¬

tinuous transition from GP zones to 7' platelets as proposed by Guinier [Guin52]

and supported by Schwander et al. [Schw90] and Voss et al. [Voss99] is thus

likely.

It has become clear that the determination of the silver content of GP zones in

Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 43 h at 160 °C using elemental maps of aluminum and silver

failed. The calibrated atomic-ratio map of the silver and the aluminum map given

in Figures 8c and 8d with the corresponding color scale is displayed in Figure 10.

Using the 7' platelet in the center of the atomic-ratio map as a standard turns out

to be a straightforward method to calibrate the intensity of the atomic-ratio map.

The ratio of the partial ionization cross-sections of aluminum and silver need not

be known explicitly. However, the high silver concentration obtained for the matrix

(8 at.%) revealed that any quantitative interpretation of the atomic-ratio map is not

possible. Owing to the weak chemical signal of the silver M4)5 absorption edge, the

silver map recorded is very noisy (see Figure 8c). The poor silver map makes any

quantitative chemical analysis impossible. This statement is corroborated by the

transmission electron microscopy study of 7 plates in Al-4.2at.% Ag by Moore and

Howe [MoorOO]. Because of the weak chemical signal of the silver M45 absorption

edge it was not possible for Moore and Howe [MoorOO] to extract quantitative

chemical information from energy-filtered images.

The signal-to-noise ratio of elemental maps can be improved by optimizing several

experimental parameters [HoFEOOa]; the high voltage of the electron source, the

illumination cone angle, the objective aperture, the defocus, the exposure times and

the width and the positions of the energy window, (i) Chosing longer exposure

times for recording pre- and post-edge images, or (ii) working with a broader energy

window would increase the intensity and hence also the signal-to-noise ratio of the

energy-filtered images. But the spatial resolution of the recorded maps would de¬

grade, because in case (i), long-range specimen drift blurrs the chemical information,

and in case (ii), effects due to the chromatic aberration become severe.

If a quantitative chemical analysis is not required, jump-ratio maps give - com¬

pared with the noisy silver map in Figure 8c - a better impression of the elemental

distribution in the different phases, particularly in the GP zone (see Figures 9a

and lib). Comparing the jump-ratio maps of Figures lib and lie with the micro¬

graph in Figure 11a reveals that the chemical information of the jump-ratio maps is
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blurred, particularly when the diffuse surface of the GP zone in the jump-ratio maps

is considered. Neglecting specimen drift, the resolution of energy-filtered images is

limited by several microscope and imaging parameters. The most important ones

are delocalization of the inelastic scattering process, the chromatic aberration of

the objective lens, the diffraction limit of the objective aperture and the spherical

aberration of the objective lens [Koth98]. Summing the individual contributions

squared, gives an estimate of the spatial resolution pEFI of energy-filtered images

(see [Kriv95]):

2 ^
/ 2hve90

Pefi — 1 t^
(*o2 + 0i)ln(l + |

E

2X1~^2
+fCc AE90^2

eU

+ (^) + (2Cs9ir , (12)

where ve and A are the velocity and the wavelength of the electrons, which are

both determined by the acceleration voltage U of the microscope7. The maximum

scattering angle admitted by the objective aperture, i.e. the collection semi-angle

[Eger86], is #o, E is the electron energy loss, AE the width of the energy-selecting

slit, #e is a characteristic angle defined by #e = E/(2eU), Cc and Cs are the

constants of chromatic and spherical aberration of the objective lens and e is the

elementary charge.

Using the microscope parameters for the Philips CM200 given in Table 2, a collection

semi-angle 9Q of 10.5 mrad and the imaging parameters for the silver N2,3 and the

aluminum L2j3 absorption edges given in Table 4 yield a spatial resolution /)EFI for the

aluminum L2,3 post-edge image of 3.0 nm and for the silver N2)3 post-edge image of

3.2 nm. Looking at the jump-ratio maps in Figure 11 indicates that these values may

overestimate the resolution limit, i.e., the resolution seems to be better. However,

these estimations indicate that the faint lattice fringes observable in the jump-ratio

maps must be artifacts. Krivanek et al. [Kriv92] show that for energy-filtered im¬

ages acquired at low ionization edges, combined inelastic and elastic scattering can

cause such artifacts, i.e., the high-resolution information is present, but it is caused

by elastic scattering of previously inelastically scattered electrons.

In conclusion, the determination - from elemental maps of silver and aluminum

- of the silver concentration of GP zones in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 43 h at 160 °C

failed for two reasons; the chemical signal of the silver M4j5 absorption edge is too

'The velocity of an electron ve can be written as: V0 = C ( 1 —
,

TT
e—^-r ,

where c is the
e V (eU+mec2) )

speed of light in vacuum and me the rest mass of an electron; A is given in section 2.2.
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weak and a reliable background correction for the silver N2,3 absorption edge is not

possible. No indication for an inhomogeneous silver distribution in GP zones of

about 7nm diameter was found. Stacking faults on {lll}a planes inside these GP

zones are typical.
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4 High-resolution transmission electron

microscopy

4.1 Image formation

4.1.1 The microscope - a non-ideal information channel

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) can be regarded as an

information-transfer process (see, e.g., [FultOI]). To describe the information

transfer in the microscope, it is advantageous to work in Fourier space with the

spatial frequency k as the relevant variable. The incident electron wave, which ide¬

ally is a plane wave with its wavevector parallel to a zone axis of the crystalline

sample, is dynamically scattered in the crystal [Beth28, Meth75]. The real-space

electron wave at the specimen's exit face, i.e. the exit-plane wave \&ep(r), contains, in

both the phase and the amplitude, the structural information about the illuminated

specimen area. For a crystal illuminated by a plane wave, the frequency spectrum

^ep(k) of the exit-plane wave ^fep(r) is dominated by a few discrete values which

are given by the most strongly excited Bloch states, or respectively, by the Bragg-

diffracted beams [Meth75]. The structural information of the object contained in

the exit-plane wave ^ep(k) is transferred to a recording device. An ideal information

transfer is described by a constant, frequency-independent transfer function with a

value of one. A transmission electron microscope is a non-ideal information channel

(see, e.g., [VÀND96a]). The individual frequencies of V'ep(k) are differently affected

and attenuated by the transfer process. The intensity of the electron wave, i.e. only

the amplitude squared of the electron wave, is finally recorded at the image plane.

The phase information gets lost.

On propagation of the exit-plane wave ,0eP(k) to the image plane, phase and ampli¬

tude of the complex wavefunction are modified by the microscope transfer function.

Bragg-diffracted beams coherently interfere. Owing to this non-ideal information

transfer, it is possible that an unambiguous one-to-one relation between a high-

resolution micrograph and the corresponding object gets lost. The recorded image,

i.e. the intensity of the electron wave at the image plane, is finally affected by the

modulation transfer function of the recording device and the specimen instability

during the exposure. Hence, the microscope as well as the recording device act as

complex frequency filters (see, e.g., [VÀND96a]). Figure 13 shows schematically the

information transfer in the microscope.
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incident electron wave

I specimen

exit-plane wave

information transfer in

the microscope: t(k",k')

aberrated exit-plane wave

recording device: E,(k)

observed image

Figure 13: Schematic illustration of the information transfer in the microscope
for HRTEM. The incident electron wave is dynamically scattered in the specimen.
The exit-plane wave contains the structural information. On propagation from the

exit plane to the recording device, the electron wave is affected by the microscope
transfer function given by the transmission cross-coefficient t(k",k'). The intensity
of the electron wave at the image plane is finally affected by the image-detection

envelope -Ei(k).

4.1.2 The transmission cross-coefficient

The information transfer in the microscope is determined by the objective lens, the

objective aperture and the coherence of the incident electron wave. In the approxi¬

mation for non-linear, partially coherent imaging and for an axially illuminated crys¬

talline sample, the transfer function of the microscope can be described in terms of a

transmission cross-coefficient [Wade77]. The transmission cross-coefficient t(k",k')

specifies how the individual spatial frequencies are affected by aberrations and how

a diffracted beam k' interferes with k". The imaginary part of t(k, 0) represents the

usual transfer function for linear imaging described in detail by, e.g., Williams and

Carter [Will96].

According to Ishizuka [Ishi80] the frequency spectrum of the image intensity at

the image plane /hrtem^) - not yet affected by the recording process - is given by

[ISHI80]:

/HRTEM(k) = j t(k' + k, k') ^ep(k' + k) </Cp(k') dk', (13)
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where the transmission cross-coefficient t(k",k') can be written as (see [Coen96]):

t(k", k') = aobj(k>obj(k') exp [i (X(k') - X(k"))] EA!(k", k') Es(k", k'). (14)

The function aQbj (k) affecting the amplitude of the transmitted wave describes the

objective aperture and is given by:

ßobj(k)
1 k ^ A;obj
0 elsewhere,

(15)

where k designates the absolute value |k| of a reciprocal vector k and k^ corre¬

sponds to the radius of the objective aperture8. The aberration function x(k), which

accounts for the phase distortions due to the third-order spherical aberration Cs and

the defocus9 Af of the objective lens, can be written as:

7T

X(k) = |(7sA3k4 + ^A/Ak2. (16)

The aberration function x(k) given in equation (16) accounts for the isotropic aber¬

rations only, i.e. for the main aberrations possessing rotational symmetry. More

elaborate expressions for x(k) can be formulated taking account of anisotropic,

residual aberrations such as two- and three-fold astigmatism and also axial coma

(see, e.g., [Kriv94, THUS96a, Over97, Sten98]). The damping envelope func¬

tions EAt and Es caused by the temporal and the spatial partial coherence of the

electron wave are given by (see, e.g., [Coen96]):

EA{(k",k') = exp

A2 fdX(k") dX(k')
2 \ dAf dAf

£s(k",k') = exp
ar

4A2

and

(VkX(k") - VkX(k'))2 (17)

The source-size-dependent envelope function Es [Ishi80] depends on the semi-angle

of beam convergence aCOnv, VkX(k) designates the gradient - with respect to k - of

the aberration function x(k). The damping envelope function caused by the tem¬

poral partial coherence EAl depends on the spread of defocus Af. Owing to these

damping envelopes, the transfer of high spatial frequencies is attenuated.

8The radius of the objective aperture is given by fc0bj =9o/\, where 9q is the semi-angle of the

objective aperture and A is the electron wavelength.
9If the objective lens is used to image a plane above the specimen plane in Gaussian focus, the

specimen is called overfocused and A/ > 0 (see, e.g., [Will96]).
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The recorded image is eventually affected by the modulation transfer function of

the recording device M(k) and the specimen instability. Consideration of the mod¬

ulation transfer function M(k) is important for slow-scan CCD cameras, whereas for

films, the influence of the modulation transfer function is not critical at sufficiently

high magnifications [Camp97]. The effect of the specimen instability on a recorded

image can be described by envelope functions caused by specimen vibration Ü7vit,(k)

and specimen drift .Edrift (k). To access the intensity of the recorded image, the in¬

tensity given in equation (13) has to be multiplied by the image-detection envelope

£i(k), which is given by E^k) = M(k)Evih(k)Ed,m(k) [Coen96].

t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

/([nnr1]

Figure 14: The imaginary part of the transmission cross-coefficient t(k,0), i.e.

the transfer function for linear imaging, calculated for Scherzer conditions for the

Tecnai F30 and the CM30 microscope using the software package of Stadelmann

[Stad87]: ( ) Tecnai F30 (FEG, U = 300 kV, A/ = A/Scherzer = -56 nm,

Cs = 1.2mm, Af = 3.1 nm, aconv = 0.1 mrad), (— ) CM30 (LaB6, U = 300kV,

Af = A/schemer = —56nm, Cs = 1.3mm, Af = 10nm, aconv = 0.5mrad). For both

microscopes it is assumend that the radius of the objective aperture k0^ is greater

than 10 nm-1. The first zero-crossing of the curves defines the point resolution us.

4.1.3 Optimizing the information content

The object information accessible by HRTEM depends on the (information-)transfer

function. To maximize the content of interprétable information in HRTEM micro¬

graphs, the microscope transfer function has to be optimized. The range of spatial

frequencies, preferably up to the point resolution of the microscope us, which is

affected by a similar phase shift, has to be maximal. Additionally, the effect caused
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by the damping envelopes (EAi, Es), which can strongly impair the transfer of high

spatial frequencies, has to be reduced.

Working at Scherzer defocus A/scherzer [Sche49] (equation (5)), balances the effect

of spherical aberration Cs against defocus Af (see, e.g., [Will96]). A nearly con¬

stant phase shift for spatial frequencies up to the first zero-crossing of the transfer

function is thus achieved (Figure 14). For Scherzer conditions, this first zero-crossing

of the transfer function at us defines the point resolution ps (= l/us) of the micro¬

scope (see section2.2 and [Will96]).

The damping envelopes EAl and Es are controlled by the spread of defocus Af, which

is a fixed value for a given electron source, and the semi-angle of beam convergence

«convj respectively (see equation (17)). By utilizing a field-emission electron source

instead of a thermionic emitter (i.e., a tungsten or a LaB6 cathode), a highly co¬

herent electron wave can be formed, which improves the transfer of high-resolution

information [Bakk96]. Owing to the small energy spread eAU of a field-emission

electron source (< 1.0 eV, see Table2), which - in combination with the constant of

chromatic aberration Cc - determines the spread of defocus Af (see section 2.2), the

adverse effect of the damping envelope EA{ is reduced, and the information limit pi

(oc \/Ä~f) is improved. Furthermore, the higher brightness of a field-emission gun

compared with a LaB6 cathode - by a factor of about 200 [Will96] - reduces the

semi-angle of beam convergence aCOnv to about 0.1 mrad or less. Hence, the damping

of high spatial frequencies caused by Es is reduced, too.

Figure 14 shows the imaginary part of the transmission cross-coefficient t(k, 0) for

the Tecnai F30 and the CM30 microscopes. Apart from the slightly different con¬

stants of spherical aberration Cs, the only difference of these microscopes affecting

the information transfer is the electron source and thus, the coherence of the electron

wave (see Table 2). The effect of the damping envelopes (EAi and Es) is obvious; the

information transfer of the CM30 microscope which is equipped with a LaB6 cath¬

ode, is strongly degraded at spatial frequencies above the point resolution us. For a

field-emission transmission electron microscope such as the Tecnai F30, the transfer

function shows non-vanishing values up to high spatial frequencies (see Figure 14);

there is a pronounced gap between point resolution us and information limit u-x.

However, owing to the oscillating transfer function beyond the point resolution us,

the interpretation of high-resolution information is ambiguous. Nearly equal spatial

frequencies are transferred with totally different phase shifts. The phase contrast,

which dominates the contrast of HRTEM micrographs, is therefore - particularly for

high spatial frequencies - not directly interprétable. A one-to-one relation between

micrograph and object is not warranted.
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4.1.4 Image delocalization

Beside the complicated interpretation of high-resolution information in HRTEM mi¬

crographs, the high spatial frequencies transferred in a field-emission transmission

electron microscope cause image delocalization. Image delocalization means that

image details are displaced from their true locations in the specimen. This effect

can be prominent in HRTEM micrographs and makes image interpretation nearly

impossible [0tte93] (see Figure 15a). For a perfect homogeneous crystalline sam¬

ple with a uniform thickness and without defects, translational symmetry is fulfilled

and therefore image delocalization is not directly apparent. But, image delocaliza¬

tion is readily observable at any imperfection of the crystal, which locally destroys

the translational symmetry [COEN92a]. Coene and Jansen [COEN92a] show that

the importance of image delocalization in HRTEM is closely related to the spatial

coherence of the electron source. For a spatially coherent electron wave
,
the effect

of the damping function Es is small and high spatial frequencies are transferred by

an oscillating transfer function (see Figure 14). Image delocalization increases with

an increasing value of the gradient of the transfer function, or more precisely, the

delocalization is proportional to the oscillation speed of the transfer function in a

particular frequency range [COEN92a]. The effect is therefore most severe for spatial

frequencies beyond the point resolution us.

Figure 15: Image delocalization; high-resolution micrographs of gold particles on

an amorphous carbon film recorded using the CM200 microscope (see Table 2); a: at

a large underfocus Af = —398 nm, b: different area at an optimized defocus Af =

—175 nm between Scherzer A/scherzer and Lichte defocus A/Lichte-
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Coene and Jansen [COEN92a] derive an expression for the spatial information shift

Ar, i.e. the delocalization expected for a spatial frequency k:

Ar = ^Vkx(k) = Ak (A/ + CsA2k2) . (18)

Equation (18) shows that the effect of image delocalization can be reduced by in¬

creasing the acceleration voltage U (reduces the electron wavelength A) and by using

an objective lens with a lower spherical aberration Cs. For the gold particles (f.c.c.

structure, lattice constant: 0.408 nm [Pear58]) shown in Figure 15a, an image shift

Ar for the km spatial frequency, which corresponds to the {111}Q lattice plane

spacing, of 2.9 nm is obtained by using the parameters of the CM200 microscope

given in Table 2 and a defocus A/ of —398nm10. Even though zone axes of the

randomly oriented gold particles in Figure 15a can not clearly be determined, the

{111}Q lattice fringes of the gold particles are expected to dominate the lattice infor¬

mation. The calculated value for the image shift is in agreement with the observable

delocalization of the lattice information close to the surface of the gold particles in

Figure 15a.

Long-range image delocalization as observable in Figure 15a can be prevented. Lichte

[Lich91] derives an expression for an optimal defocus A/Lichte, which minimizes delo¬

calization in HRTEM micrographs. The overall spatial-frequency-dependent image

delocalization is minimized up to a maximum spatial frequency of kmax, which is

determined by the objective aperture k0by.

A/Lichte = -^Cs(A:maxA)2. (19)

If no objective aperture is used, &max is given by the information limit u\. The gold

particles in Figure 15a were imaged without an objective aperture. Therefore, the

maximum transferred frequency &max is given by the information limit u\ (see Ta¬

ble 2). According to equation (19), a defocus A/Lichte of —307nm would be optimal

to minimize image delocalization. The use of an objective aperture would improve

the image of the gold particles. Then, both the Lichte defocus A/Lichte and the

overall image shift Ar are smaller (see equations (18) and (19)).

There are two (different) values for an optimal defocus, each one specifically op¬

timizes the imaging conditions; (i) at Scherzer defocus A/Scherzer the phase aber¬

rations x(k) are minimized (see equation (16)) and, (ii) at Lichte defocus A/Lichte

10The defocus was measured by analyzing the diffractogram of the amorphous carbon film, see

[Spen88].
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image delocalization is minimized. When working with a transmission electron mi¬

croscope equipped with a field-emission gun, it is essential to find a compromise

between them. Figure 15b shows a gold particle in (110}Q zone-axis orientation

on an amorphous carbon film. A defocus between Scherzer A/Scherzer and Lichte

A/Lichte defocus was chosen, which optimizes the particle's lattice information. Af¬

terwards, by analyzing the diffractogram of the amorphous carbon foil (see, e.g.,

[Spen88]), a defocus of —175nm was measured. As expected, this value is close

to the arithmetic mean of Scherzer (A/Scherzer = —61 nm, see Table 2) and Lichte

defocus (A/Lichte = -307nm).

The Lichte defocus A/L;Chte shows a A2 dependence, whereas the Scherzer defocus

A/scherzer is proportional to vA. Therefore, reducing the electron wavelength A

brings the two defoci closer together. Working at higher acceleration voltages thus

makes it easier to optimize the imaging conditions, especially when using a field-

emission transmission electron microscope.

4.2 Focal-series reconstruction

The high information limit Ui of field-emission transmission electron microscopes is

advantageous. However, owing to the oscillating transfer function (see Figure 14),

the information from high spatial frequencies - i.e. the high-resolution information

in HRTEM micrographs - can not directly be interpreted. There is a prominent gap

between point resolution u8 and information limit u\. The information contained in

this gap is practically lost.

A given set of imaging and microscope parameters determines the transfer func¬

tion of the microscope. The transfer function defines how the individual spatial

frequencies k of the exit-plane wave ^ep(r) are transferred. Some frequencies are

transmitted, other are suppressed. Accessing the full information of the exit-plane

wave ^eP(r) with one shot, is therefore not possible. The transfer function can be

varied by changing the imaging parameters. If a series of micrographs, each with

different imaging parameters, are recorded, nearly the whole frequency range of the

exit-plane wave can be accessed. By image processing of a series of micrographs, the

phase and the amplitude of the exit-plane wave can then be restored. The informa¬

tion of the exit-plane wave contained between point resolution ps and information

limit pi, which is not directly accessible, is unscrambled.

Mainly two strategies have been followed to retrieve the exit-plane wave, (i) Tilt-

series reconstruction; the transfer function is varied by changing the incident beam
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angle relative to the specimen. Residual anisotropic aberrations - not taken into

account in equation (16) - contributing to the transmission cross-coefficient are var¬

ied. A reconstruction of the exit-plane wave is possible, if a series of HRTEM

micrographs, each with a different beam tilt, are recorded (see, e.g., [Kirk95]).

(ii) Focal-series reconstruction; a focal series of high-resolution micrographs are

recorded. Changing the defocus in equidistant steps, reconstruction of the exit-plane

wave on the basis of the recorded micrographs is possible. Different algorithms have

successfully been applied to restore the exit-plane wave from focal series (see, e.g.,

[Kirk84, Kirk85], [Coen96, OPDE96a, THUS96b] and [Kirk99]). Since both

the phase and the amplitude of the exit-plane are retrieved, focal-series reconstruc¬

tion can also be regarded as a kind of (non-linear) in-line holography [VÀND96a].

The term "in-line" denotes the difference to off-axis electron holography (see, e.g.,

[VAND96a]).

4.2.1 Reconstruction algorithm

Within the framework of the BRITE-EURAM11 project No. 3322 (see [VAND96a])

and in collaboration with Philips Research Labs (Eindhoven), a focal-series recon¬

struction program has been developed, optimized and brought to application. The

Philips/BRITE-EURAM software for focal-series reconstruction consists of two al¬

gorithms. The first algorithm, called paraboloid method (PAM) and documented by

OpdeBeeck et al. [OPDE96a], fully accounts for the linear contributions to the im¬

age formation process and makes corrections for non-linear contributions. The PAM

algorithm retrieves spatial frequencies of the exit-plane wave, which are affected by

the transmission cross-coefficient t(k, 0). The exit-plane wave reconstructed by the

PAM algorithm serves as an input function for the MAL algorithm (maximum like¬

lihood method), which refines the exit-plane wave by taking fully account of the

non-linear contributions, i.e., spatial frequencies affected by i(k",k'). A detailed

description of the MAL algorithm is given by Coene et al. [Coen96].

Knowing the imaging parameters (see Table 5), the PAM-MAL tandem focal-series

reconstruction works iteratively. From an estimated exit-plane wave, the corre¬

sponding high-resolution micrographs of the focal series are calculated by using

equation (14). Comparision of the calculated with the experimental micrographs

yields a correction of the estimated exit-plane wave. The corrected exit-plane wave

is the basis for a new comparision between calculated and experimental micrographs.

After two or three PAM iteration steps, the exit-plane wave is further refined by

11 Basic Research for Industrial TEchnologies, EUropean Research on Advanced Materials
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employing similarly the MAL algorithm. Proceeding in this way and using solely

the MAL algorithm, the exit-plane wave is improved stepwise until convergence is

reached (see [THUS96b]).

The convergence behavior of the PAM-MAL tandem algorithm was tested by Thust

et al. [THUS96b]. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio of the micrographs, sat¬

isfactory convergence levels can be obtained after two or three PAM iterations fol¬

lowed by ten to fifteen MAL iterations. The PAM-MAL reconstruction software

has been successfully applied to determine the crystal structure of Mg5Si6 precipi¬

tates in aluminum [Zand97], to study the structure of grain and phase boundaries

[0pde95, JiA99a, Jia99b, ZANDOOb] and to determine complex crystal structures

[COEN92b, Vand93, Rosf98]; furthermore, the software has also been checked

using a microscope (CM30) which is not equipped with a field-emission electron

source [Stei98].

The maximum number of micrographs of a focal series that can be treated by the

PAM-MAL reconstruction software is twenty. Owing to this limitation, it is not

possible to retrieve the whole spatial frequency range of the exit-plane wave. The

highest and the lowest retrievable spatial frequencies k^^ and k\ow are given by:

^high — \ T~T
and Mow — ~

where of is the focal increment of the focal series recorded, n;ma is the number of

images used for the reconstruction (nima < 20), and the product (riima — 1) of is the

total defocus range. Obviously, the choice of the focal increment of is crucial, but

the choice of values for of is restricted.

The focal distribution function describes the blurring for a given defocus. This

blurring is caused by both the energy spread of the electron source (eAU) and the

fluctuation of the objective lens current (Ailens). Blurring of the defocus is thus a

consequence of the temporal incoherence (see equation (3)). The MAL algorithm

accounts for the temporal incoherence by fitting a focal distribution function using

in each case seven images from the focal series; this method is called focal integra¬

tion approach (with a seven-point focal kernel) [Coen96]. The focal distribution

function is approximated by a Gaussian function with a root-mean-square value cor¬

responding to the spread of defocus Af. The focal integration approach only works

for focal series recorded with a focal increment öf which is not much smaller than

the spread of defocus Af (see [Coen96]).

Additionally, to avoid resonance effects during the reconstruction, the phase change

A (nima -\)6i
(20)
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for the maximum image frequency between consecutive micrographs has to be smaller

than Ti. The maximum image frequency is given by the information limit Ui. This

criterion described in detail by Coene et al. [Coen96], gives the upper limit for the

focal increment ôf. As a rule of thumb [Coen96], the limitation for the choice of

the focal increment Sf can be summarized:

^Af ^ Sf S |Af. (21)

There are further requirements for recording a focal series. To minimize image delo¬

calization, the focal series should be recorded in a defocus range close to the Lichte

defocus A/Lidite (see equation (19)). Other parameters such as the number of images

riima or the electron dose per image, which determines the signal-to-noise ratio of

the micrographs, can also be optimized to improve the result of the reconstruction

(for details see Buist et al. [Buis96] and Thust [ThusOO]).

A reconstructed exit-plane wave is the result of the dynamic scattering in a crystal.

The dynamic scattering leads to a loss of a direct one-to-one relationship between the

projected crystal potential and the exit-plane wave [LentOO]. Lentzen and Urban

[LentOO] propose a method to reconstruct the projected crystal potential from an

exit-plane wave, which is similar to the reconstruction of the exit-plane wave from

focal series. The reconstructed projected crystal potential contains unambiguous

structural information of the crystal.

4.3 Results

Lattice imaging by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy makes the study

of small Guinier-Preston zones possible. Figure 16 shows a high-resolution micro¬

graph recorded in (110)a zone-axis orientation of Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C.

Several GP zones can be identified. The zones have a diameter of about 3nm, but

their exact shape is difficult to reveal. A sample thickness of about 10 to 15 nm was

estimated. The image which is the first micrograph of a focal series, was acquired

at 300 kV (Tecnai F30) at a defocus of A/ = —108.2 nm and using an objective

aperture corresponding to 6.5 nm-1 (= &0bj) which defines the maximum spatial fre¬

quency fcmax. For these imaging conditions, a Lichte defocus of A/LiChte = —197nm

is obtained (equation (19)), and the Scherzer defocus A/Scherzer is — 56 nm (see Ta¬

ble 2). The defocus chosen is therefore practicable to reveal the structure of these

precipitates and additionally, long-range image derealizations are suppressed. The
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chemical contrast caused by the silver-rich GP zones is faint. The atomic columns

can be identified by dark dots, the image intensity is reduced at the atomic column

positions. This contrast behavior is termed tunnel contrast [STEN93a]; for column

contrast, the intensity is raised at the atomic column positions [STEN93a]. However,

there is no chemically induced contrast reversal of the atomic columns perceivable,

i.e. a change to column contrast caused by the silver atoms in the GP zones. Only

a faint darkening of the background indicates the presence of GP zones. This single

micrograph (Figure 16) does not provide enough information to arrive at any reliable

conclusions on the structure of the GP zones.

Figure 16: HRTEM micrograph recorded in (110)a zone-axis orientation of GP

zones in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C; defocus A/ = -108.2 nm (Tecnai F30).
From the GP zone marked by the full line, a focal series is shown in Figure 17, and

from the large marked area (dashed line) the reconstructed exit-plane wave is shown

in Figure 18.

Figure 17 shows cutouts of the micrographs of the focal series whereas the first image

is shown in full in Figure 16. The area extracted for Figure 17 shows the GP zone

marked in Figure 16 in detail. The focal step size between the images, i.e. the focal

increment, was Sf = —3.2nm, so the last image (Figure 17x) shows the GP zone at

a defocus of A/ = —181.8 nm. The defoci and the focal increment were measured
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by analyzing diffractograms of the amorphous wedge of the foil close to the area

shown in Figure 16. For this purpose, a program was written in IDL (Interactive

Data Language, version 5.3). It is similar to the Fortran program given by Spence

[Spen88].

The chemical contrast caused by a GP zone stongly depends on the defocus. How¬

ever, in all micrographs in Figure 17, the atomic columns within the GP zones

and the columns of the matrix show a similar contrast. Figures 17a to 17d show for

instance tunnel contrast, i.e. the atomic columns appear dark against a bright back¬

ground, whereas Figures 17f to 171 show column contrast, i.e. the atomic columns

are bright. However, there is no micrograph where columns in the GP zone appear

with a reversed contrast compared to columns in the aluminum-rich matrix. At

some defoci, the image contrast caused by the silver-rich GP zone, i.e. the darken¬

ing of the background, entirely disappears, see, e.g., Figure 17g.

Looking at the whole series of images in Figure 17, a common feature is apparent; for

most of the micrographs, the contrast changes in the center of the zone. Moreover,

the center of the GP zone shows always a strong similarity with the surrounding

matrix. This feature indicates that the silver distribution within the GP zone is

inhomogeneous.

The Philips/BRITE-EURAM software [OPDE96a, Coen96, THUS96b] (see sec¬

tion 4.2.1) was employed to reconstruct the exit-plane wave from the focal series.

To perform the reconstruction, some imaging and microscope parameters, which

are given in Table 5, have to be known. The software corrects for the modulation

transfer function of the recording device. To characterize the modulation transfer

function M(k) of the CCD camera (2k2), the value for M at Nyquist frequency

^Nyquist is needed. The Nyquist frequency ^Nyquist is defined as half the value of the

reciprocal pixel size (see, e.g., [Deru95]). The theoretically best attainable value

for M(A;Nyquist) is 0.63 [Deru95]. At 300kV, Meyer et al. [MeyeOO] measured a

value of 0.19 for a 2k2 CCD camera (Gatan Megascan) operated with a 2x2 pixel

binning, i.e., the effective pixel size is doubled, the pixel area quadrupled. These

conditions are in accordance with the present study, and therefore, a value of 0.19

for M(/cNyquist) was adopted.

The phase image and the amplitude image of the exit-plane wave are shown in Fig¬

ures 18a and 18b. The area of the reconstructed exit-plane wave is indicated by the

dashed line in Figure 16. The amplitude image shows no indication for the presence

of GP zones. Only an indistinct wavelike modulation, indicating the presence of the
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Figure 17: Cutouts of HRTEM micrographs of a focal series. The micrographs
show the GP zone marked in Figure 16. Defocus of Figure a: A/ = —108.2 nm,

defocus of Figure x: A/ = —181.8 nm, focal increment Sf = —3.2nm.
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Table 5: Imaging and microscope parameters used for the focal-series reconstruc¬

tion of the micrographs shown in Figure 17 employing the Philips/BRITE-EURAM
software package.

Parameter Value Ascertainment

sampling rate [nm/pixel] on 0.0223 lattice constant (0.405 nm)
2 k2 CCD (2x2 binning) [Pear58]

modulation transfer function

at Nyquist frequency M(ftNyquist) 0.19 Meyer et al. [MeyeOO]

electron energy 300 keV acceleration voltage U

constant of spherical
aberration Cs 1.2mm diffractogram [Spen88]

semi-angle of beam

convergence aCOnv 0.1 mrad diffraction pattern

spread of defocus Af 3.1 nm equation (4) and refined

by other reconstructions

radius of the objective

aperture k0^ 6.5 nm-1 diffraction pattern

number of images 20

defocus A/ of the 1st image -108.2 nm diffractogram [Spen88]

focal increment Sf -3.2 nm diffractogram [Spen88]
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GP zone marked in Figure 16, is observable in the phase image (Figure 18b). This

wavelike modulation probably reflects the inhomogeneity of the GP zone observable

in the series of micrographs shown in Figure 17, but it is definitely not a clear indi¬

cation for the structure of the zone.

Figure 18: a: Amplitude image and b: phase image of the reconstructed exit-plane

wave of the marked area in Figure 16.

The highest and the lowest spatial frequencies retrievable are &high = 12.6 nm-1 and

k\ow = 1.4nm_1 (see equation (20)). Thus, image features between 0.08 (= l/A^igh)
and 0.7nm (= l/fciow) are reconstructed. For a pure crystal-structure retrieval, these

limitations are advantageous, because both effects caused by thickness changes over

the field of view and effects due to amorphous surface layers are suppressed. How¬

ever, small GP zones give rise to a smooth modulation of the background in the

HRTEM micrographs. The image intensity of the atomic columns is hardly affected

by the presence of silver in the GP zones (see Figure 17). The background modula¬

tions caused by GP zones correspond to spatial image frequencies which are smaller

than kiow. The lowest reconstructable frequency kiow is determined by the number

of images nima and the focal increment Sf (equation (20)); the reconstruction algo¬

rithm does not admit sufficiently high values for both, n;ma and Sf, as it would be

necessary to retrieve the contrast modulation caused by the GP zones. Hence, the

lower frequency limit k\ow is fatal for the reconstruction of the GP zones. Because

there is no structural change within the GP zones and because the phase contrast of

the atomic columns in the zones and the atomic columns of the surrounding matrix

are similar, a clear reconstruction of small GP zones is not possible.
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4.4 Discussion

For optimized imaging conditions, the chemical contrast caused by small GP zones

in conventional high-resolution transmission electron micrographs is faint. Using a

field-emission transmission electron microsope, optimized imaging conditions require

a compromise between image delocalization and lens aberrations. Hence, a defocus

between Scherzer defocus A/Scherzer and Lichte defocus A/LiChte has to be set.

Calculations of the image contrast of GP zones in Al-Ag by Haider [Haid86, Haid89]

showed that for large underfoci the contrast of the GP zones is enhanced. This

result was confirmed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy of GP

zones in Al-lat.%Ag by Ernst and Haasen [ERNS87a] who investigated the kinet¬

ics of the decomposition process at 140 °C. For this detailed experimental study

[ERNS87a] which was performed using a transmission electron microscope operated

at U = 120 kV, equipped with a LaB6 cathode and an objective lens with a spherical

aberration of Cs = 1.35 mm, a defocus near A/ = —250nm was chosen [ERNS87b].

These imaging conditions are optimal for maximum contrast between the silver-rich

precipitates and the aluminum-rich matrix [ERNS87b]. If the precipitate-size distri¬

bution is measured [ERNS87a], this criterion is appropriate. However, because of the

large underfocus (Scherzer defocus is A/Scherzer = —78nm), severe aberrations are

present. Small GP zones appear as dark spots embedded in the aluminum-rich ma¬

trix, lattice fringes within GP zones can not be seen, and the zones are surrounded

by bright Fresnel fringes (see the micrographs in [ERNS87a, ERNS87b]). Image de-

localization is less important when working with a LaB6-cathode electron source.

Although Ernst and Haasen [ERNS87b] show that a large underfocus is favorable

for an accurate determination of the precipitate size, the internal structure of the

zones, i.e. the silver distribution within the zones, remains disguised. In contrast

to Ernst and Haasen [ERNS87b], the present study aims at revealing the internal

structure of small GP zones. Therefore, other optimization criteria are relevant.

Even though the contrast features are faint for revealing the internal structure of

small GP zones, imaging conditions have to be chosen, which minimize both: lens

aberrations and - owing to the field-emission electron source - image delocalization.

The GP zones shown in Figure 16 indicate that the silver distribution in the zones

is inhomogeneous. The background intensity, i.e. the intensity between the atomic

columns, in the center of the GP zones shown in Figures 16 and 17 is similar to

the background observable in the aluminum-rich matrix. Thus, it is likely that the
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center of the zones has a lower silver content than the surroundings The focal series

shown in Figure 17 reveals that this feature is not a focus-dependent artifact More¬

over, because acquisition of a series of images takes some time, a focal series is also a

time series If the inhomogeneity in the center of the zone were an artifact caused by

radiation damage, it would evolve with time The series of micrographs in Figure 17

gives no indication that the size of the feature in the center of the GP zone changes

However, radiation damage can be observed Figure 19 shows a typical effect of radi¬

ation damage, which can be found after long-term intense electron-beam exposure

Facetted features caused by radiation damage appear in the aluminum-rich matrix

and once initiated, the damaged regions grow rapidly

Figure 19- Typical feature of radiation damage in the aluminum-rich matrix ob¬

served after intense electron-beam exposure (CM200)

To elucidate the reason for the change in intensity in the center of the zones, a quanti¬

tative interpretation of the image intensity is required The contrast features caused

by the GP zones are weak; only a change of the background intensity can be observed

(see Figures 16 and 17) The atomic columns through the GP zones and the atomic

columns in the surrounding matrix show a similar contrast, either tunnel (see, e g ,

Figure 17a) or column contrast (see, e g , Figure 17f) Several methods have been

proposed and successfully applied to quantify the image contrast of HRTEM micro¬

graphs, particularly for a chemical analysis of the sample There are for instance

pattern recognition methods (see [OuRM89a]) such as the real-space approaches
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QUANTITEM12 (see, e.g., [Schw93, Kisi95, Maur97, Schw98]) and Chemical

Mapping (see, e.g., [Baum95]), methods that compare simulated images with exper¬

imental micrographs (see, e.g., [Jia93, King93, King94, King98]), Fourier-space

methods (see, e.g., [STEN93a, Walt93, WALT95a, Sten96, Rose98, Rose99]),

and techniques using local measurements of lattice parameters or lattice distortions

to deduce the distribution of a selected element in the sample (see, e.g., [KretOI]).

Lattice distortions caused by small GP zones in Al-Ag are small [Dube91] and can

therefore not be resolved or measured with HRTEM (see, e.g., [Du02]). Hence,

to reveal the silver distribution within GP zones, a chemical analysis based on

distortion measurements is not possible. Besides, all other quantitative HRTEM

methods mentioned above (QUANTITEM, Chemical Mapping etc.) require strong

contrast features of the atomic columns. The reversal from tunnel to column con¬

trast with changes in composition (see, e.g., [STEN93b, Sten93c]), half-period con¬

trast features (see, e.g., [Walt93]) or chemically sensitive reflections (see, e.g.,

[OuRM89b]) have been analyzed for a local chemical characterization of the sam¬

ples. Although quantitative HRTEM methods have been questioned (see, e.g.,

[WALT95b, Boot95, Boot98, Vand98]), such strong local contrast features, which

can be analyzed for a chemical characterization of the foil, are not observed for small

GP zones embedded in the aluminum-rich matrix. The channelling theory (see, e.g.,

[VAND96b]) provides an explanation.

The transmission of electrons in an oriented crystalline sample is affected by the

periodic electrostatic potential of the crystal. The electrons are trapped by the pos¬

itive electrostatic potential of the atomic columns [Fuji72, Kamb74]. The columns

act as channels for the electrons [Howi66]. According to the channelling theory

(see, e.g., [Feje73, Fuji78, Vand95, VAND96b, OPDE96b, Sink98, Vand99]) the

image contrast of an atomic column and its change with thickness and defocus de¬

pends on the "column potential", which is given by the configuration of the atomic

column, i.e., by the height of the column, the atomic numbers Z of the atoms in the

column and by their distance along the column [VÀND96b, Vand99]. The "column

potential", particularly the Is eigenstate of the potential, shows a linear dependence

on the atomic number Z of the atoms constituting the column [Sink98]. The ex¬

tinction distance of an atomic column then changes with \jZ [Vand99]. Hence,

if the chemical compositions of the projected atomic columns do not strongly vary

over the field of view, the "column potentials" of all atomic columns are nearly the

same. Independent of the defocus chosen, a similar contrast, either tunnel or column

contrast, will be observed for all atomic columns [OPDE96b]. For 3nm-sized GP

12
Quantitative ANalysis of The Information from Transmission Electron Micrographs [Kisi95].
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zones embedded in the aluminum-rich matrix, the differences in chemical composi¬

tion between atomic columns through a GP zones and atomic columns in the matrix

are small. Strong contrast features, which could be analyzed for a chemical charac¬

terization of small GP zones, can therefore not be expected. Even though the full

chemical information about the individual columns is contained in the micrographs

and the exit-plane wave, channelling theory predicts [OPDE96b] that the column

contrast is rather insensitive to the chemical composition of the column. However, if

the difference of the silver content between atomic columns is larger, focus-dependent

contrast reversal between different atomic columns can be observed.

Figure 20: Interphase boundary in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 43 h at 160 °C acquired
with different defoci (CM200): aluminum-rich matrix a with f.c.c. structure on

the left and silver-rich 7' precipitate with h.c.p. structure on the right, a: A/ =

-192 nm, b: A/ = -238 nm, c: A/ = -262 nm, d: A/ = -302 nm.

Figure 20 shows a coherent interphase boundary between the aluminum-rich a phase

with f.c.c. structure (on the left) and the silver-rich 7' phase with h.c.p. structure

(on the right) recorded at different defoci. The incident beam direction for the f.c.c.
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phase is (110)a and (1120)y for the h.c.p. phase. The planar interphase boundary

is parallel to a {lll}a and a {0001}y lattice plane. The sample - Al-3 at.% Ag -

was aged for 43 h at 160 °C. In Figure 20a, the atomic columns in the a phase show

tunnel contrast, whereas the atomic columns in the 7' phase cause column contrast

(A/ = —192nm). In Figures20b and 20c the atomic columns in both phases show

a similar contrast; column contrast in Figure 20b (A/ = —238 nm) and tunnel con¬

trast in Figure20c (A/ = —262nm). Compared with Figure20a, in Figure20d the

contrast of the atomic columns is reversed in both phases (A/ = —302 nm). Com¬

parison with the HRTEM micrographs of the GP zones reveals that the amount of

silver in the atomic columns through the GP zones is too small to cause such strong

contrast features.

The reconstructed exit-plane wave shown in Figure 18 gives no clear indication of

the presence and the structure of GP zones. Owing to the lack of strong contrast

features formed by high spatial image frequencies, the effect of the GP zones on the

reconstructed exit-plane wave is nearly fully suppressed. The wavelike modulation

in the phase image (Figure 18b) might indicate the inhomogeneity of the GP zone

observed in the micrographs (see Figure 17), but this interpretation is speculative.

In conclusion, for the imaging parameters used in the present study, the contrast

features caused by small GP zones in Al-3 at.% Ag in HRTEM micrographs are insuf¬

ficient for a clear (quantitative) chemical characterization of the silver distribution

within the zones. However, the present HRTEM study indicates that the silver

distribution within small GP zones is inhomogeneous, a silver depleted core is likely.
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5 Atomic-number-contrast imaging

5.1 Incoherent atomic-number sensitive imaging

High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM) has proved to be a valuable tool for the study of chemical inhomogeneities

in materials containing elements of sufficiently different atomic numbers (see, e.g.,

[Penn89, Penn92, Penn97, BrowOI]). HAADF STEM employed with a field-

emission electron source benefits from three major features [Penn97].

Firstly, the point resolution /»stem determined by the electron probe is better than

0.2 nm. For an electron-probe diameter smaller than the intercolumn distance

of a zone-axis oriented crystal, the atomic columns are illuminated consecutively.

Atomic-column resolved micrographs are thus possible. Secondly, HAADF STEM

is to a good approximation an incoherent imaging technique [Nell99]. Incoher¬

ent imaging makes image interpretation straightforward. Generally, an intuitive

interpretation of HAADF STEM micrographs is correct. There are no delocaliza¬

tion effects, no contrast oscillations with increasing foil thickness and no contrast

reversals caused by focus changes [Penn97]. A simple transfer function describes

the imaging process. Thirdly, owing to the dominant contribution of Rutherford

scattering to the total elastic electron scattering at high scattering angles, HAADF

STEM micrographs show atomic-number (Z) contrast [Penn97].

5.2 The imaging process

Modelling the HAADF STEM image formation process elucidates the origin of the

incoherence. Incoherent imaging is fundamental for a direct interpretation of the mi¬

crographs. In contrast to the partially coherent imaging process known for HRTEM,

a lower number of ambiguities have to be considered [Bats02]. Generally, no image

simulations are required to access the structural information contained in high-

resolution HAADF STEM micrographs.

5.2.1 The electron probe

As was shown in section 2.3.2, the incident electron probe is affected by the objective

lens and by the condenser aperture C2. The wavefunction of the incident electron
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probe ^/probe(r) positioned at rp can be written as (see, e.g., [NellOO]):

*Probe(r -tp) = aJ aC2(k±) exp [iX(kx) - 2vrik± • (r - rp)] dkx, (22)

where r is a real space vector and k-1 is the component of a wavevector k perpen¬

dicular to the optical axis of the microscope. The absolute value |k| of a wavevector

k - designated as k - is determined by the electron wavelength A; k — A-1. The

constant A normalizes the function ^,probe(r) via | \&probe (r) | and ac2(k"L) is a real

circular top-hat function that describes the condenser aperture13:

f 1 k1- < aC2/\
ac2(^) = {

~ '

, (23)
I 0 elsewhere,

where ac2 is the semi-angle of the condenser aperture, which defines the range of

significant wavevectors k, or analogous, the semi-angle of beam convergence aCOnv;

«conv = «C2 (see section 2.3.2). The aberration function of the objective lens x(k_L)
- similar to equation (16) in section 4.1 - is given by:

X(k^) = x(fcX) = |CsA3 (^)4 + TT A/ A (^)2 , (24)

where Cs is the constant of spherical aberration (third-order) and A/ the defocus

of the objective lens. Higher-order aberrations with non-rotational symmetry are

neclegted. The electron probe given in equation (22) can be interpreted as the

superposition of plane waves. Each plane wave of wavevector k, particularly its

component perpendicular to the optical axis k-1, experiences a phase shift due to

the aberration function x(k_L).

5.2.2 Transversal incoherence

To point out the origin of the transversal incoherence, the transverse component

k-1 of the plane waves has to be explored. Following the treatment given by Nellist

and Pennycook [NellOO], the infinitesimal intensity <ü(k^,rp) scattered from the

incident wavevector kj~ to the vector k^~ by the function </>(k^, kjj~) when the incident

probe is at position rp can be written as:

dlfâ, rp) = \A aC2(k0±) exp [iX(k0±) - 2^ • rp] 4>(kf, k0x) dk^f . (25)

13Because ac2 is small, k^~\ = sinctc2 is approximated by kL\ = ac2- This approximation,
valid for small angles, is also used in equation (29).
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The function 0(k^~,kjj~) is a complex multiplier, and its Fourier transform $(r) can

be related to the electrostatic crystal potential (see below). Integrating over all

incident plane waves k^~, the total intensity detected at k^ is

/(ksVP)= AJaC2(k^) exp [iX(k0x) - 27rik£ • rp] 0(ksx, k0x) dk£ . (26)

Expanding this expression yields

/(ksVP) =

A2 J J aC2(k0±) aC2(k'0-1) exp [iX(4) - iX(k^) - 2^i(k0x - k^) •

rp

x <p(k^, k0x) cf>*(k^, k^) dk^ dk'o-S (27)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. By taking the Fourier transform

of this double integral, equation (27) can be reduced to a single integral yielding the

image intensity in reciprocal space [NellOO]. The intensity /(k^, q) detected at k^

contributing to the image spatial frequency q can then be written as:

/(k^, q) = A2 J aC2(k^) aC2(k0± + q) exp [iX{K) - i*(k£ + q)]

x <j>fà, ksx) </>*(ks\ k0x + q) dk^. (28)

In contrast to k$ and k^ - which are the wavevector components of the incident and

the scattered electron perpendicular to the optical axis - q does not correspond to an

electron wavevector; q is a spatial frequency of the recorded image. Using a HAADF

detector, i.e., the detection plane corresponds to a diffraction plane (see Figure 4),

the high-angle scattering is integrated in Fourier space over the annular detector

area. The detector function d(k ) is a real circular function that is expected to be

a constant for the detector area and zero elsewhere:

± J const. /3min/A < k1- < /?max/A

[ 0 elsewhere,

where /3min and /5max are the semi-angles of the annular detector introduced in sec¬

tion 2.3.2. The frequency spectrum of the image is obtained by integrating over k^

taking account of the detector function d(k±):

/HAADF(q) = A2 / d(k^) / aC2(k^) aC2(k^ + q) exp [ix(k^) - i%(k^ + q)]

x 0(ksx - k0x) <P*(K ~ H ~ q) dk^ <ü£. (30)

Since both integrals have infinite limits, k^ can be shifted by —q/2 without any

changes. Furthermore, under the condition that the area of the annular detector
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is much larger than the area of the condenser aperture (/3^ax ~~ ßmm ^ ac2)> the

integrals can be separated:

-^HAADF(q) =

A2 J aC2 fa - |) aC2 (k0^ + |) exp [iX fa - |) - ix fa + |) ] <

x J dfâ) * fa - k^ + |) ^* (k^ - k0^ - |) dk^. (31)

The separation of the two integrals is the crucial step to reveal the transversal

incoherence. The semi-angle of the condenser aperture ac2 used is 10.5 mrad, the

detector inner ßmin and outer /3max semi-angles are 48 and 302 mrad. A value of

0.0012 is obtained for the ratio o/^/ißmax ~ ßmin)- The condition stated above

underlying equation (31) is thus well fulfilled. Expression (31) can be summarized:

/HAADF(q) = tinc(q) o(q), (32)

where t;nc(q) is the transfer function for incoherent imaging and o(q) is the Fourier

transform of the object function O(r), which contains information on the electro¬

static crystal potential and the detector.

The Fourier transform of iiiAADF(q) finally provides the image intensity in real space

-^HAADF(r):

/HAADF(r) = |^pr0be(r)|2 <g> 0(t), (33)

where |^,probe(r)| is the intensity profile of the incoming electron probe given in

equation (22) and <g> designates a convolution. The transfer function for incoherent

imaging iinc(q) is given by the Fourier transform of the intensity profile of the elec¬

tron probe ^/probe(r) • Figure 21 shows the transfer function t;nc(q) for Scherzer

incoherent conditions, which was obtained by Fourier transformation of the electron

probe shown in Figure 5c.

The object function 0(r) contains the structural information. For a very thin speci¬

men, i.e. a pure phase object, the Fourier transform of the function (f>(k) introduced

in equation (31) can be written as [NellOO]:

$(r) = exp ["i^V»] , (34)

where V(r) is the projected electrostatic crystal potential and U is the acceleration

voltage. The prefactor tt/XU is called interaction constant. According to Pennycook

[Penn97] the object function O(r) in the weak phase object approximation is given

by:

°(r)=G^)V(r)®£>(r)f\ (35)
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Figure 21: Optimal transfer function for HAADF STEM imaging tinc(ç) ac¬

cording to Scherzer incoherent conditions. Calculated for an acceleration volt¬

age U = 300 kV, a constant of spherical aberration Cs = 1.2 mm, a defocus

A/scherzer,i = —48 nm and a semi-angle of beam convergence (= semi-angle of con¬

denser aperture) ascherzer,i = 9 mrad.

where D(r) is the Fourier transform of the detector function d(k ).

Compared with the transfer function for partially coherent imaging (see Figure 14)

the optimal transfer function for HAADF STEM imaging t;nc(q) shows no oscilla¬

tions up to high spatial frequencies and is positive definite. This renders image

interpretation straightforward. Moreover, comparing equation (13) given in sec¬

tion 4.1.2 with equation (32), the difference between (partially) coherent imaging

and incoherent imaging becomes apparent. For conventional HRTEM, i.e. (par¬

tially) coherent imaging, the phases of the transfer function and the exit-plane wave,

which contains the object information, are mixed up (see section4.1.2). This can

lead to a loss of a one-to-one relationship between exit-plane wave and HRTEM

micrograph (see section4.1.3). Taking only the linear contributions into account,

according to equation (13) the image intensity /hrtemC1") for conventional HRTEM

is given by a convolution of two complex functions (see, e.g., [Will96, RÜhl96]):

-^HRTEM(r) = \T(r) <g> \&ep(r)| ,
where T(r) is the Fourier transform of the trans¬

mission cross-coefficient t(k) written for the linear terms only and ^fep(r) is the

exit-plane wave, both introduced in section 4.1.2.

In contrast, the image intensity -ZhaadfC1") in HAADF STEM is given by the con¬

volution of two real functions: |^probe(r) | and O(r) (see equation (33)). The image

can simply be interpreted as the object function blurred by the intensity profile of
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the electron probe.

The incoherent imaging model given in equation (33), which was introduced by

Rayleigh [Rayl96], reveals that under the approximations stated, the transver¬

sal incoherence is fulfilled. Both the separation of the two integrals in equation (31)

and the transfer characteristic (see Figure 21) are the basis for a direct image in¬

terpretation. HAADF STEM imaging breaks the transversal coherence between

scattering contributions of different atomic columns by integrating the intensity

over a large detector area. The atomic columns can be treated as independent

scatterers. Hence, provided that the diameter of the electron probe is sufficiently

small, using a field-emission electron source, the bright spots observable in a high-

resolution HAADF STEM micrograph can simply be interpreted as the projected

atomic columns [RaffOI].

5.2.3 The principle of reciprocity

A similar illustration for the transversal incoherence is based on the principle of

reciprocity14 [POGA68]. Cowley [Cowl69] shows that the electron optical path

for a scanning transmission electron microscope is connected by the principle of

reciprocity with the electron optical path for a conventional transmission electron

microscope. Increasing the area of the detector below the specimen in case of a

scanning transmission electron microscope corresponds to an increase in the source

size above the sample in case of a conventional transmission electron microscope

[Cowl69]. Hence, the spatial incoherence of the imaging process caused by a large

electron source for a conventional transmission electron microscope is equivalent to

the transversal incoherence of the imaging process for a scanning transmission elec¬

tron microscope when using a large detector. Summation of the scattered intensity

over a large area perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope thus breaks the

transversal coherence.

5.2.4 Longitudinal incoherence

The convergent incident electron probe is formed by plane wave components each

with a different angle to the optical axis and to the specimen. Each component

forms an Ewald sphere whose origin is given by a specific wavevector k0. The re-

14The principle of reciprocity states that the amplitude at a point B of a wave originating from

a source at point A, and scattered by a scatterer P, is equal to the scattered amplitude at A due

to the same source placed at B (see, e.g., [Poga68]).
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ciprocal lattice points of a thin foil are elongated in the direction parallel to the foil

normal, known as shape or thin-foil effect (see, e.g., [Will96]). The Ewald sphere

of each plane wave cuts a selected rod, except the 000 reciprocal lattice point, with

a different excitation error (see Figure 22). Owing to the convergence of the electron

probe, the variation of the excitation errors increases with increasing scattering an¬

gle. A rod which corresponds to a reciprocal lattice point, is cut by Ewald spheres

over a certain zone. With increasing scattering angle, this zone broadens in longi¬

tudinal direction. The scattering intensity caused by this excited zone of a selected

rod is summed up and gives the intensity measured for the corresponding Bragg

reflection. This summation along a rod causes a loss of the longitudinal coherence

[Nell99]. Therefore, the longitudinal coherence is progressively destroyed with in¬

creasing scattering angle.

Figure 22: Two plane waves of the incident electron probe designated by k'0 and

k!Q form different Ewald spheres. These spheres cut the reciprocal lattice points g?

indicated by the grey rods with different excitation errors. Thus, a selected rod g?

is cut by all incident plane waves - not only by k'Q and k^' - over a certain zone. This

leads to a blurring in longitudinal direction of the information contained in g? and

causes a loss of the longitudinal coherence.

For a transmission electron microscope where the wavelength of the electrons is

small compared with the lattice constant, the radius of an Ewald sphere (= A-1)
is large compared with a unit of the reciprocal lattice. Although the illuminating

beam is convergent, the envelope of all Ewald spheres of the plane wave components

forms only a thin zone. The intensity measured for a Bragg reflection in the de-
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tection plane stems from the intersection of this thin zone with the corresponding

rod. Hence, the summation of the intensity in reciprocal space in longitudinal di¬

rection is less efficient in breaking the coherence [Nell99] than the summation of

the scattered intensity in the detector plane, which is the origin of the transversal

incoherence [RaffOI].

An additional loss of the longitudinal coherence is caused by the thermal vibrations

of the crystal. Rafferty et al. [RaffOI] show that phonon scattering causes a fur¬

ther, more efficient reduction of the longitudinal coherence. The typical momentum

of phonons (divided by h) is less than the reciprocal lattice spacing. The phonon mo¬

menta parallel to the beam transferred to the incident electrons by phonon scattering

provide an effective blurring of the higher angle Bragg diffracted beams, particularly

in the longitudinal direction. However, because the majority of phonon wavevectors

are small, Rafferty et al. [RaffOI] conclude that there is still some coherence be¬

tween nearby atoms in the same atomic column.

Although HAADF STEM imaging is more efficient in breaking the transversal than

the longitudinal coherence, the incoherent imaging model is still appropriate to

describe HAADF STEM imaging [Nell99]. However, for a quantitative image in¬

terpretation, the longitudinal incoherence has to be considered carefully.

5.2.5 Implications of incoherent imaging

For incoherent imaging, the illuminated object can be treated as self-luminous

[Rayl96]. Each part of the object, i.e. each scatterer, contributes independently of

others to the image intensity without any interference effects [BrowOI]. Transversal

incoherence can be understood as intercolumn incoherence, i.e. each atomic column

can be treated individually, without any influence from neighboring columns. Longi¬

tudinal or intracolumn incoherence allows the intensity of a selected atomic column

^column to be written as the sum of the scattering intensities of the individual atoms

-fatom constituting the column:

-'column — / J
'atomji V /

J

where j enumerates the atoms of the column. Knowing the high-angle scattering

intensities of the atoms in the crystalline specimen, the image intensity of a HAADF

STEM micrograph can be analyzed directly. The elemental distribution and the

thickness of the crystal can be determined quantitatively.
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5.2.6 Elastic high-angle electron scattering

According to the Mott relation, the elastic electron scattering factor fe(9) of an

atom can be written as (see, e.g., [RezOI, Schw87]):

= 0.239nm-' j -^-{Z -/(«)], (37)
sin 9

where 9 is the the scattering angle15, 7 is the relativistic factor, me is the rest

mass of the electron, the elementary charge is e, A is the electron wavelength given

in equation (1), er0 is the permittivity of free space, h is Planck's constant, Z is

the atomic number and f(9) is the elastic scattering amplitude of an atom due

to its electrons relative to the elastic scattering amplitude of a single electron, i.e.

the Fourier transform of the electron density distribution. The elastic differential

scattering cross-section is given by (see, e.g., [FultOI]):

^fW = |/eW|2, (38)

and the elastic scattering cross-section creiast 1S obtained by integration over the

annular detector area, which is defined by the inner /3mm and the outer semi-angle

Pmax-
ß:max

<7eiast = 27r J ^i(9) sin 9 d9. (39)

Pmin

Equation (37) can be interpreted as follows: an incident electron is scattered by

the electrostatic potential of the nucleus and by the electrostatic potential of the

electrons, expressed by Z and f(9), respectively. The scattering amplitude due to

the electrostatic potential of the electrons (oc f{9)) strongly decreases with increas¬

ing scattering angle. For elastic high-angle electron scattering, scattering at the

electrostatic potential of the nucleus becomes dominant (see, e.g., [Weic91]). Pure

scattering at the electrostatic potential of the nucleus is called Rutherford scattering

and the corresponding scattering amplitude is proportional to the atomic number Z.

Hence, the elastic high-angle scattering cross-section creiast,ha should be proportional

to Z2.

Calculations of the elastic electron scattering factors fe(9) for aluminum and sil¬

ver show that pure Rutherford scattering is not realized in HAADF STEM (see

15The scattering angle 6 is related to the scattering vector Q via: |Q| = Q

2sm{9/2)/\, for small 9 the approximation Q = sinö/A is used.
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Figure 23: Elastic scattering factors for aluminum and silver. The dotted lines

show the Rutherford scattering factors, the full lines show the total elastic scattering
factors calculated according to Weickenmeier and Kohl [Weic91].

Figure 23). The scattering angles (48 — 302 mrad at 300 kV) are too small to fully

neglect the contribution of f(9). The discrepancy of the elastic scattering amplitude

fe(9) to the Rutherford scattering amplitude is in the range of 10%, depending on

the element and the exact scattering angle. Hence, a independence of the elas¬

tic high-angle scattering cross-section creiast,ha can n°t be expected. To take the

deviation from pure Rutherford scattering into account, the element-independent

power-law behavior with Z can be kept, but a variable exponent a is introduced

[Hill95, RaffOI]: aeiast,ha = bZa. In this simple description of the elastic high-

angle scattering cross-section, both the exponent a and the constant of proportion¬

ality b are treated as element-independent constants, which in particular depend on

the angular range used for HAADF STEM imaging. The exponent a has no physical

meaning, it is simply a fitting parameter to describe the experimental observations.

The value of a has to be smaller than 2 [IshiOI] because the contribution of the
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atomic electrons reduces the atomic-number contrast (see equation (37)).

The number of electrons or analogously the intensity /atom scattered by an atom to

the HAADF detector can be written as:

-'atom — ^in <^elast,ha

= n-mbZa

= ßZa, (40)

where n;n is the flux of incident electrons on the atom and ß is a constant of pro¬

portionality given by the product n;n6.

A value for the exponent a can be evaluated by image simulations. Assuming that

the intensity scattered by an atom to the HAADF detector Jat0m obeys equation (40),

this simple power-law can be fitted to calculated intensities. By using imaging pa¬

rameters suitable for their experimental setup, Hillyard and Silcox [Hill95] found

for InP a value of 1.7 for a. Detailed calculations by Rafferty et al. [RaffOI] for

InAs, based on the Bloch wave approach yield 1.77 ± 0.05 and 1.88 ± 0.03 for a if

the Is atomic-column states only or 781 states - including states of higher energies

- are considered. As expected, all three values [Hill95, RaffOI] approach the

Rutherford value of 2.
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5.3 Experimental results

HAADF STEM imaging was carried out using the Philips Tecnai F30 microscope.

The relevant imaging parameters for HAADF STEM are summarized in Table 6 and

the experimental setup is described in section 2.3.2. The electron beam current was

measured by using a specimen holder equipped with a Faraday cup.

Table 6: Imaging parameters employed and electron dose for HAADF STEM imag¬

ing (Philips Tecnai F30).
Parameter Value

acceleration voltage U [kV] 300

semi-angle of condenser aperture C2 a<c2 =

semi-angle of beam convergence QjCOnv [mrad] 10.5

camera length L (nom.) [mm] 120

semi-angles of detector area /3mm, /3max [mrad] 48, 302

frame size [pixel x pixel] 512x512

dwell time per pixel tdweii [lM 31

recording time per micrograph [s] 8.13

electron beam current [pA]
(spot size 11, gun lens 6) 9.6

number of incident electrons

per scan position 1857

The study of decomposed aluminum-rich Al-Ag alloys by HAADF STEM is fa¬

vored by several factors, (i) The lattice constant of an Al-3 at.% Ag solid solution

is 0.405nm [Pear58]. The experimental setup used makes atomic-column resolved

imaging for (110)a and (100)a crystal projections possible. Because the optimal

semi-angle of the condenser aperture can not be set («C2 = aconv ^ «scherzer.i =

9.0mrad), the value for the spatial resolution is somewhat larger than the optimal

resolution given by the Scherzer incoherent conditions (optimal: Pstem = 0.13nm).

The estimated resolution is about 0.17nm. (ii) The atomic-number contrast of alu¬

minum (Z — 13) and silver (Z — 47) allows the silver-rich precipitates embedded

in the aluminum-rich matrix to be imaged with a high contrast. For pure Ruther¬

ford scattering, the scattering cross-sections for silver is more than ten times larger

than for aluminum, (iii) Provided that thickness effects can be neglected, contrast

changes can directly be related to the chemical composition of the sample. This

is possible because only two elements are present. For ternary or more complex
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systems, the image intensity may not clearly reveal the local chemistry, ambiguities

are likely, (iv) Finally, lattice distortions between the aluminum-rich matrix and

the silver-rich phases are very small [Dube91]. Therefore, strain fields, which can

prohibit a direct image interpretation in terms of a local chemical characterization

of the specimen (see, e.g., [LiuOl]), have not to be considered.

5.3.1 Phase evolution in a decomposing Al-3 at.% Ag alloy

Figure 24 shows four HAADF STEM micrographs of Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 30 s at

220 °C. The micrographs in Figure 24 were acquired in (110)a zone-axis orientation.

GP zones with a diameter of about 15 to 20 nm, 7' platelets and 7 plates coexist.

Figure 24a shows areas with different precipitate contents; in the center of the mi¬

crograph, 7 plates are oriented edge-on and surrounded by a precipitate-free zone.

In the corners of Figure 24a there are areas which are dominated by GP zones.

However, in the upper right corner of Figure 24a there are faint bright lines indi¬

cated by an arrow, which can be identified as small 7' platelets. Figure 24b shows

an area of the specimen where only 7 plates are present, some plates are oriented

edge-on, others are inclined. The 7 plates in Figures 24a and 24b are surrounded

by precipitate-free zones where no GP zones can be found. Obviously, Figures 24a

and 24b confirm that the silver contained in the GP zones is required to form the

7' and subsequently the 7 phase. Therefore, GP zones close to growing 7' and 7

plates disappear (see also the energy-filtered micrographs in Figures8, 9 and 10).

The 7' phase is expected to nucleate at stacking faults inside GP zones (see sec¬

tion 3.2). This nucleation process of the 7' phase, i.e. the interpénétration of a GP

zone and an emerging 7' platelet, has not yet been documented clearly by experimen¬

tal observations (see, e.g., [VOSS99]). However, Figure24c reveals the interaction of

small 7' platelets with GP zones during the early stages of the 7' phase formation.

The 7' platelet marked by the number '1' is in contact with three GP zones. The GP

zone marked by the arrow T shows a neck towards the 7' platelet indicating that

silver contained in the GP zone was absorbed by the platelet. Close to the positions

where the 7' platelet is in contact with the GP zones, the platelet appears slightly

brighter. This indicates that during the transfer of silver from the GP zones to the

7' phase the silver distribution within the 7' platelet may be inhomogeneous. The

silver content is increased where the distance to the GP zones is small. Moreover, on

first sight the 7' precipitate marked by the number '2' in Figure 24c appears like a

single thin 7' platelet. After closer inspection, it is found that this platelet consists of

three smaller platelets (the ends of the platelets are indicated by the arrows 'II' and
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Figure 24: Low-magnification HAADF STEM micrographs of Al-3 at.% Ag in

(110)a zone-axis orientation. Sample aged for 30 s at 220 °C.

'III'). These platelets are shifted by several {llljo, interplanar distances. Provided

that these 7' platelets keep growing, they will coalesce. The shift perpendicular to

{lll}a planes might cause steps or ledges in the new platelet. Such a step appears

at the point of intersection marked by the arrow 'IIP.

In the upper right corner of Figure 24c a front edge of a 7 plate is seen. This plate

is continued in Figure 24d. A second 7 plate, which shows a distinct ledge slightly

inclined to the incident beam direction, is also shown in Figure 24d. Such ledges are

important for the thickening of the 7 plates [Howe87]. Because of the structural

transformation from f.c.c. (a) to h.c.p. (7 and 7'), the nucleation of a ledge im¬

plies the formation of Shockley partial dislocations [Howe87]. If the influx of silver
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atoms is provided, the ledge or the corresponding Shockley partial dislocation can

move on the face of the plate and hence, the plate thickens (for a detailed description

of the growth process of 7 and 7' plates, see [Howe87, Cson98]).

Although both the growth process of 7' and 7 plates and the interaction between

GP zones and 7' platelets are well known and documented (see, e.g., [Nich61,

Howe87, Cson98, Voss99, Moor02]), these observations (see Figure24) con¬

tribute to the experimental confirmation of the proposed kinetic models [Nich61,

Howe87, Cson98, MoorOO] using an alternative imaging technique.
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5.3.2 The structure of small Guinier-Preston zones

Figure 25 shows four HAADF STEM micrographs at different magnifications of Al-

3at.%Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C. Figures 25a, 25b and 25c were acquired in (110)a

zone-axis orientations. Figure 25d shows a (100)a projections of a slightly thicker

foil. By performing energy-filtered TEM the thickness of the foil in Figures 25a, 25b

and 25c was measured using the log-ratio technique described in section 3.1. Values

for the thickness between 7 to 10 nm were found.

Figure 25: HAADF STEM micrographs of Guinier-Preston zones in Al-3 at.% Ag

aged for 4h at 140 °C. a,b and c: (110)a projections, d: (100)a projection.

A common feature of the GP zones is apparent. Most of the zones consist of a

core with low silver content that is surrounded by a shell of high silver content.
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The micrographs in Figure 25 reveal the inhomogeneous nature of small GP zones

in Al-3 at.% Ag. The thickness of the foils is about 10 nm whereas the zones have

a diameter of about 3 nm. Several GP zones are possibly cut by the surface of the

foil. These zones may reveal their internal structure more clearly.

The shell model of Dubey et al. [Dube91], which was supported by the combined

X-ray and neutron scattering measurements at small and large scattering angles

by Malik et al. [Mali96], predicts the GP zones to consist of a core of low silver

content surrounded by a shell of nearly pure silver [Dube90]. This shell model is

based on small-angle X-ray scattering. Using scattering techniques, a considerably

larger volume than by transmission electron microscopy can be probed, and the

mean structure of all zones in the probed volume is accessed. The measurements of

Dubey et al. [Dube91] show that the mean structure of GP zones can be described

by the shell model. However, based on the results of Dubey et al. [Dube91], neither

the structure of selected zones nor deviations from the mean structure, which are

possible for individual zones, can be predicted.

Figure 26: HAADF STEM micrographs of Guinier-Preston zones in Al-3 at.% Ag
in (110)a zone-axis orientation. Sample aged for 3 min at 180 °C.

The HAADF STEM micrographs in Figure 25 indicate that some GP zones do not

show a distinct shell structure. There are GP zones which appear nearly homoge¬

neous and some zones have no closed spherical shell, they are half open. Hence, small

GP zones in Al-3 at.% Ag have no evident uniform structure. Irregularly shaped

zones are common. The shell structure is differently pronounced. But still, the
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mean structure of the GP zones observed by HAADF STEM (see Figure 25) is in

agreement with the shell model proposed by Dubey et al. [Dube91]. Undoubtedly,

the micrographs in Figure 25 are dominated by GP zones whith a clear shell struc¬

ture.

Figure 27: HAADF STEM micrographs of Guinier-Preston zones in Al-3 at.% Ag
in (110)a zone-axis orientation. Sample aged for 15 h at 105 °C.

Similar GP zones were found in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 3 min at 180 °C (see Figure 26)

and aged for 15 h at 105 °C (see Figure 27). The GP zones with a diameter of about

3 nm have an irregular shape, and a lot of these zones show a distinct shell structure.

The GP zones studied in Al-3 at.% Ag aged at 105, 140 and 180 °C are characteristic

for the early stages of the decomposition process. No indication for different states

of the GP zones, i.e. e and r\ zones, was found. This means that at temperatures

between about 100 and 200 °C, the initial stages of decomposition in Al-3 at.% Ag

are similar.

Finally, it is important to characterize the as-quenched state, i.e. the state before

the aging treatment. Figure 28 shows two micrographs at different magnifications

of silver-rich clusters with diameters lower than 2 nm. These clusters form during

rapid quenching from the solutionizing temperature (550 °C) to room temperature

(see section 2.1). The silver-rich clusters are smaller than the GP zones studied and

their structure is more homogeneous. It is not clear what effective aging treatment

the samples are exposed to during the sample preparation and the storage at room
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temperature. It is likely that during ion-milling the temperature of the samples

increases. However, the samples aged at 105, 140 and 180 °C were prepared by the

same technique (see section2.1). Therefore, all samples were exposed to a similar

thermal treatment - in addition to the well-defined aging treatment - during sample

preparation.

Figure 28: HAADF STEM micrographs of Al-3 at.% Ag after quenching from the

solutionizing temperature. The silver-rich clusters are representative for the initial

state.

5.4 Discussion of the experimental results

Experimental results based on transmission electron microscopy of thin foils have

to be considered critically. First of all, the probed volume is small. The structure

of the GP zones investigated by HAADF STEM - or by TEM in general - might

not be representative for larger volumes. The structure of the GP zones studied

in the present investigation is in agreement with results of neutron and X-ray scat¬

tering measurements [Dube90, Dube91, Mali95, Mali96]. Figure29 shows a

model crystal generated by using the set of short-range order parameters measured

by Malik et al. [Mali96] for Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C. Compared with

the micrographs shown in Figure 25, the zones observable in Figure 29 are slightly

smaller. Striking similarities between the GP zones in this model crystal and the

zones observable in the experimental micgrographs are present (see the micrographs

in Figure 25 and Figure 29).
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Figure 29: Cutout of an Al-3 at.% Ag model crystal. The model crystal was gener¬

ated by using the short-range order parameters determined Malik et al. [Mali96].
The image shows four atomic slices corresponding to a thickness of 1.1 nm in (110)a
projection. The intensities in the image correspond to the number of silver atoms

in each atomic column, aluminum atoms are not shown.

On the basis of small-angle X-ray scattering, the shell model of Dubey et al. [Dube91]

was originally suggested to describe the structure of GP zones in Al-Ag aged at

temperatures above 170 °C. Malik et al. [Mali96] and Malik [Mali95] studied GP

zones in Al-3 at.% Ag aged at 140 and 180 °C by combining X-ray and neutron scat¬

tering at small and large angles. At both temperatures the measurements by Malik

et al. [Mali96] were in agreement with the shell model of Dubey et al. [Dube91].

Hence, Malik et al. [Mali96] did not find any indication of distinguishable states

of GP zones, i.e. e and r\ zones. This result [Mali95, Mali96] agrees with the

observations of the present HAADF STEM study. But, the GP zones studied are

only representative for the early stages of decomposing Al-3 at.% Ag.

Recent small-angle X-ray scattering measurements by Bierska and Pajak [Bier02]

show that there is a complex state of GP zones forming at 200 °C, which agrees

with the shell model of Dubey et al. [Dube91]. Bierska and Pajak [Bier02] call

this state e. However, in samples aged at 160 °C, Bierska and Pajak [Bier02] find

indications for a different state of GP zones. They [Bier02] term this state of GP

zones formed at a lower temperature r/. The r\ zones formed at 160 °C have a homo¬

geneous silver distribution [Bier02]. Bierska and Pajak [Bier02] investigated two
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different alloys, each aged only at one temperature: Al-5at.%Ag aged at 160 °C for

20 min and 24 h and Al-1.6at.%Ag aged at 200 °C for 2 min and 1 h, respectively.

It is not clear if the different states of the GP zones reported by Bierska and Pajak

[Bier02] are representative for different aging temperatures or for different stages

of the decomposition process.

The present HAADF STEM observations of the structure of small GP zones in

Al-3 at.% Ag can be summarized as follows: independent of the aging temperature

(105, 140 and 180 °C), the zones have no uniform shape, but most of the zones show

a distinct shell structure. This result, valid for small GP zones in Al-3 at.% Ag, is

supported by Fig. 3 in [Hatt93]. The cited figure consists of a bright-field image,

Figure 30: Bright-field image at 80 kV in (110)a zone-axis orientation of Guinier-

Preston zones in Al-lat.%Ag aged for 9 h at 140 °C, reproduced from Fig. 3 in

Hattenhauer et al. [Hatt93]. (The letters A and B and the corresponding arrows

were indicated in the original work [Hatt93] and are of no significance to the present

interpretation.)

which is reproduced in Figure 30, and two large-angle hollow-cone dark-field micro¬

graphs of irregularly shaped GP zones in Al-lat.%Ag aged for 9 h at 140 °C. The

experimental setup for large-angle hollow-cone dark-field imaging used by Hatten-
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hauer et al. [Hatt93] yields a resolution of 3nm [Hatt93], it is thus not possible

to reveal the internal structure of small GP zones with this imaging technique16 (see,

e.g., [Schm94]). The bright-field image reproduced in Figure30 clearly shows sim¬

ilar GP zones as observed in the present investigation in Al-3 at.% Ag. Irregularly

shaped zones dominate and although the magnification of the micrograph in Fig¬

ure 30 does not fully reveal the internal structure of the zones, some of the GP zones

indicate a shell structure. It must be admitted that Hattenhauer et al. [Hatt93]

did not interpret this bright-field image in a similar way.

When dealing with thin foils of Al-Ag, specimen contamination during image ac¬

quisition can be severe. Furthermore, when handling the samples, they are exposed

to air. Thin oxide layers are therefore unavoidable. The effect of both specimen

contamination and oxide layers is difficult to grasp. After extended electron-beam

exposure, specimen contamination increases the overall intensity (the thickness in¬

creases) and reduces the chemical contrast in HAADF STEM micrographs. At lower

magnifications, distinct contamination spots can then be found.

In addition, the noise present in high-resolution HAADF STEM micrographs can

strongly impair the quality of the experimental results. Owing to the high scatter¬

ing angles used in HAADF STEM, the measured signal is weak. On average, only

about 102 electrons are detected per scan position. Variations of this value in the

range of 10 electrons cause a statistical noise which is significant. Scan noise, i.e.

variations in the electric current controlling the scan coils, is also present. However,

the amount of this latter noise can be suppressed by electronic devices; at high mag¬

nifications a shunt is switched on, which reduces the current for running the scan

coils. Beside the scan noise, further electronic instabilities and mechanical as well

as enviromental instabilities can affect HAADF STEM measurements. The effects

of these instrumental factors were investigated by vonHarrach [Harr95].

With a dwell time of 31 ps and a frame size of 512 x 512 pixels, the recording

time for a micrograph is about 8 s (see Table 6). Specimen drift during image ac¬

quisition can severely alter the structural information. Especially in atomic-column

resolved HAADF STEM micrographs, the projected atomic columns and the whole

crystal lattice can be distorted.

The distortion of the projected atomic columns can also be an effect of residual

aberrations. Residual condenser lens astigmatism and higher-order aberrations of

16This was confirmed in the present investigation by performing large-angle hollow-cone dark-

field imaging using the Philips CM30 microscope (results are not shown).
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the objective lens break the ideal circular symmetry of the incident electron probe.

Batson et al. [Bats02] performed HAADF STEM measurements with a microscope

equipped with a corrector for the spherical aberrations of the objective lens, i.e. a Cs

corrector. Batson et al. [Bats02] were able to correct residual lens aberrations up

to the forth order. The experimental study of gold atoms on an amorphous carbon

foil by Batson et al. [Bats02] showed that the spatial resolution can be improved

down to 0.075 nm. Similar results on the basis of simulations and calculations reveal¬

ing the influence of residual aberrations and the advantage of Cs-corrected HAADF

STEM were reported by Ishizuka [IsmOl] and VanAert et al. [Vana02].

5.4.1 Consideration of radiation damage

The irradiation of a thin Al-Ag foil with 300 keV electrons can cause severe radiation

damage (see, e.g., [Neel66]). In section4.4, it was shown that even when working

at 200 kV, radiation damage can be observed (see Figure 19). To ensure that the

observed shell structure of small GP zones is not an effect caused by the irradiation,

the likelihood of damage events has to be considered.

There are elastic and inelastic interactions between incident electrons and atoms in

the specimen. By inelastic electron-electron and elastic electron-nucleus interactions,

energy can be deposited [Jouf92]. Then, the specimen is heated. Jouffrey and

Karlik [JOUF92] showed that for thin aluminum foils, these interactions can only

cause a small rise in temperature and are thus not critical. The creation of point

defects by elastic electron-nucleus interactions is the main damage event.

The maximum energy that an electron of kinetic energy eU can transfer to a nucleus

of mass mat0m is called maximum recoil energy Tmax and is given by (see, e.g.,

[CORB66]):

m me TT

/ eU \
. .

Tmax = 4^eC/ 1 + w0' (41)
"^atorn \ ZmeC /

where me is the rest mass of the electron and c the speed of light. If the recoil energy

is high enough, the atom can be displaced from its lattice site, and a Frenkel defect is

formed. Furthermore, if the kinetic energy of the displaced atom suffices to initiate

secondary events, a whole cascade of defects is possible (see, e.g., [Corb66]). For

300 keV electrons, the maximum recoil energy Tmax for aluminum is 32 eV and for

silver 8eV.

In a simple approach to describe an atomic displacement, the probability of the

displacement event is specified by a step function (see, e.g., [Corb66]). If the

energy transferred to an atom, i.e. the recoil energy, is below a certain critical
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value, the probability for the displacement vanishes; if the recoil energy exceeds

this value, the atom is displaced and the probability of the displacement is thus

one. The critical recoil energy required for a displacement is called threshold recoil

energy Td [Corb66]. For crystalline materials the threshold recoil energy depends

on the crystallographic direction. The minimum threshold recoil energy Tdmin is the

adequate value for considering the creation of point defects.

Several values of the minimum threshold recoil energy Tdmin for aluminum and

silver can be found in the literature (see, e.g., [Jung91]). The silver content of

the specimens investigated is 3at.%. The minimum threshold energy Tdmin of silver

in Al-Ag is not known. The creation of point defects is thus considered for pure

aluminum, and it is assumed that in case a damage event is unlikely (or likely) for

aluminum, it is also unlikely (or likely) for the silver-rich precipitates in Al-3 at.% Ag.

For a temperature of 20°C, a minimum threshold recoil energy Tdmin for aluminum

of 16.5 eV can be found in [Jung91]. In the present investigation, calculations were

done for Tdmin = 16eV. This value was measured by Neely and Bauer [Neel66]

and Jung [Jung81] at temperatures below -263 °C and also measured and used by

Jouffrey and Karlik [JOUF92]. The value of Tdmin for aluminum is clearly lower than

the mean value of the threshold energy measured by Wurm et al. [Wurm70] which

is 62 ± 6eV. For aluminum, the minimum threshold recoil energy Tdmin is smaller

than the maximum recoil energy Tmax = 32 eV for 300 keV electrons. Hence, for an

electron energy of 300 keV, radiation damage in aluminum is possible. The number

of damage events nd per scan position can be estimated by (see, e.g., [Jouf83]):

Tld = «in CMcF «atoms tiwelb (42)

where nin is the flux of electrons, i.e., the number of incident electrons per time and

area, <tmcf is the total scattering cross-section for atom displacement according to

McKinley and Feshbach [Mcki48], nat0ms is the mean number of atoms illuminated

by the electron probe at one scan position and tdwen is the dwell time of the scan

process; tdweu = 31 ps (see Table6). The electron probe current is 9.6pA and the

illuminated area is assumed to be circular with a diameter corresponding to the

estimated resolution (= 0.17nm). The flux of electrons is thus 2.64 x 1027s_1m~2.

The total scattering cross-section for atom displacement ctmcF is given by (see, e.g.,

[CORB66]):

14 kg2m2 e4 - i1 ~ (t)2)
C"McF = 10 7T—-t Z

C ml {Ve\

-^d.min /
\ C ' -'d.min lO/ C \ y -£dmin -^d.min

-(43)
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where e is the elementary charge, ve the velocity of an electron given in section 3.3

and the prefactor and its units are caused by the conversion from cgs to SI units.

Using the values for Tdmin (= 16eV) and Tmax (= 32eV) for aluminum yields for the

total scattering cross-section for atom displacement ctmcF in aluminum 27 x 10~28 m2

(=27barn). The lattice constant of the f.c.c. lattice is 0.405nm [Pear58], hence,

the density of atoms in the sample is 6.021 x 1028m~3. Assuming a foil thickness

of 10 nm, an average value natoms = 14 results for the number of atoms illuminated

by the electron probe. The mean number of point defects generated at one scan

position is thus 3 x 10~3. HAADF STEM micrographs were recorded with a frame

size of 512 x 512. Hence, during one image acquisition, nearly 103 defects may be

formed. For a specimen area of 20 x 20 nm2, the density of defects is in the range of

0.1%. Even though the density of point defects has to be larger to fully explain the

observed internal structure of the GP zones, this value is not negligible. Further¬

more, it is expected that the binding energy of the atoms near the surface is lower.

Therefore, the amount of point defects generated in the thin aluminum-rich foil can

even be higher than the value calculated above.

However, the GP zones are silver-rich, and for pure silver, the values for the min¬

imum threshold recoil energy measured at temperatures below -196 °C range from

24 to 30eV [Jung91]. For 300keV electrons, the maximum recoil energy of silver

is 8eV. Although the minimum threshold recoil energy slightly decreases with in¬

creasing temperature (see, e.g., [Jung91]), it is unlikely that 300 keV electrons may

generate point defects in silver at room temperature. Therefore, defects inside the

silver-rich GP zones are probably less likely than in the surrounding matrix.

Scanning several times over the same specimen area did not change the internal

structure of the GP zones imaged. Hence, it is unlikely that the internal structure

of the GP zones is due to irradiation. However, just to avoid radiation damage

which is present and can not be denied when working at 300 kV, HAADF STEM

was also carried out at a microscope acceleration voltage of 140 kV.

The maximum energy an incident electron at 140 kV can transfer to an aluminum

atom, i.e. the maximal recoil energy Tmax, is 12.9 eV. This value is well below the

minimum threshold recoil energy reported for aluminum, Tdmin = 16eV (see, e.g.,

[JOUF92]). Radiation damage by 140keV electrons in aluminum is thus highly un¬

likely. Figure 31 shows a HAADF STEM micrograph acquired at 140 kV of GP

zones in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C. The sample was new and had not been

investigated at 300 kV before.

At an acceleration voltage of 140 kV, atomic resolution is not possible. At high

magnifications a shunt which stabilizes the electric current to the deflection coils,
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Figure 31: HAADF STEM micrograph acquired at a microscope acceleration volt¬

age of 140 kV in a (110)Q zone-axis orientation of Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C.

is switched on to reduce the scan noise. Operating the microscope at 140 kV, the

electronic control of the microscope does not provide any means to correct for the

beam shift and beam tilt which are both induced when the shunt is activated. The

spatial resolution in Figure 31 is not limited by the incident electron probe, which for

atomic-resolution HAADF STEM micrographs is very similar, but by the scan noise.

Although the spatial resolution is not optimal, the structural features observable in

Figure 31 are thus not artifacts due to a misaligned electron probe. However, even at

lower magnifications (see Figure 31), the shell structure of the GP zones is apparent.

In conclusion, radiation damage is present at 300 kV, but it is not the reason for the

shell structure of the GP zones. GP zones show the same features at a microscope

acceleration voltage of 140 kV. Hence, the structure of the zones does not markedly

evolve or even change at 300 kV.
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5.5 Image simulations and quantification

For a quantitative interpretation of HAADF STEM micrographs, image calculations

or image simulations are essential. Usually, a quantitative image analysis is based on

one of the following two strategies; (i) a calculated image of a given model crystal is

compared with an experimental micrograph. The model crystal underlying the sim¬

ulation is refined until the calculated image matches the experimental micrograph.

Finally, it is concluded that the model crystal fitted to the experimental micrograph

describes the experimentally observed structure (see, e.g., [YAMAOOa, KawaOI]).

(ii) Using simulated images of artificial model crystals, a direct quantitative image

interpretation and the underlying imaging model can be tested. This was done in

the present study. For both strategies (i and ii), the knowledge of the imaging pa¬

rameters employed is crucial.

Several methods based on the Bloch wave approach have been developed and suc¬

cessfully applied to calculate HAADF STEM micrographs (see, e.g., [YAMAOOb,

MiTSOla, LiuOl, WataOI]). The cited methods mainly differ in the way the quasi-

elastic scattering contribution, i.e. the thermal diffuse scattering, is considered.

These Bloch wave approaches are based on Bethe's eigenvalue method to determine

the excited electron states (see, e.g., [Beth28, Meth75]) and offer a fast way to

calculate images for periodic objects only.

For non-periodic objects - as in the present investigation - the multislice approach

is preferable. Although image simulations based on the multislice approach require

more computer time17, this method - with different enhancements and approxi¬

mations - frequently finds application for HAADF STEM simulations (see, e.g.,

[Kirk87, Loan88, Hill93, Naka97, Mits99, MullOI, MiTsOlb, Ishi02]).

5.5.1 Multislice image simulation

The multislice algorithm originally developed by Cowley and Moodie [Cowl57,

CowL59a, CowL59b] to calculate the dynamical elastic electron scattering within a

crystal, has been widely used to simulate HRTEM micrographs (see, e.g., [Mats98]).

For HAADF STEM simulations, the multislice algorithm has to be adapted to ac¬

count for both, the convergent illuminating electron probe and the scanning mode.

For each scan position a full conventional multislice calculation (see, e.g., [Stad87])

has then to be done.

17This is only true if - as in the present work - the thermal diffuse scattering is considered (see,

e.g., [Kirk98]).
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According to the method of Kirkland et al. [Kirk87], a multislice algorithm was de¬

veloped, which can be used to calculate bright-field (BF), annular dark-field (ADF)

and HAADF STEM micrographs of relatively large model crystals. The crystal size

is only limited by the sampling rate, the computer time and the memory of the com¬

puter. The number of different elements and the distribution of the atoms over the

lattice sites is not restricted. The atoms do not need to occupy lattice sites, i.e., the

program can also be used to calculate HAADF STEM micrographs of amorphous

materials. The program is written in Fortran-77 and consists of three parts.

The first part calculates the electrostatic crystal potential of a given model crystal

using the elastic atomic scattering factors of Weickenmeyer and Kohl [Weic91].

The well known elastic atomic scattering factors according to Doyle and Turner

[Doyl68] are based on a Gaussian fit. For 300 keV electrons, this fit becomes inac¬

curate at scattering angles larger than about 80 mrad [Weic91]. The elastic atomic

scattering factors of Weickenmeyer and Kohl [Weic91] are thus preferable, espe¬

cially if the high-angle scattering up to 240 mrad for 300 keV electrons is considered

[Weic91].

The second part generates the incident electron wave, i.e. the electron probe, which

is scanned over the model crystal. According to equation (22), the shape and the size

of the electron probe are determined by the acceleration voltage, the semi-angle of

the condenser aperture C2, the defocus Af and the constant of spherical aberration

of the objective lens Cs-

Using the conventional multislice method [Cowl57, CowL59a, CowL59b] with

periodic boundary conditions the third part calculates the electron wave at the exit-

plane of the crystal for each scan position. Eventually, the electron intensity of the

exit-plane wave - in reciprocal space - is integrated over the detector area. This

yields the intensity of one pixel of the simulated image corresponding to one scan

position.

Because the longitudinal coherence is mainly broken by electron-phonon interac¬

tions (see section 5.2.4), consideration of the thermal diffuse scattering is essential

for an accurate modelling of the imaging process. The frozen-phonon approxima¬

tion was used to take into account thermal diffuse scattering [Hall65, Loan91,

Wang98, MullOI]. Because of the short time an electron traverses the thin foil

(which is of the order of 10~16s) in comparison with the time period of an atom

vibration (10_13s), it is assumed that each incident electron, which independently

of others contributes to the image intensity, "experiences" a somewhat different but

static crystal lattice. Such a lattice configuration is described by a frozen-phonon

state. A frozen phonon corresponds to a snapshot of the thermally excited crystal
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lattice, i.e., the atoms are slightly displaced from their equilibrium positions (see,

e.g., [Hall65, Loan91]). The mean square displacement of an atom is determined

by the dynamic Debye-Waller factor. This simple approach, which in the Einstein

model is based on uncorrelated atomic displacements, is adequate to calculate the

thermal diffuse scattering contribution of the HAADF signal [Wang98, MullOI].

Using this approach to account for the thermal diffuse scattering, the image inten¬

sity is calculated for a series of different lattice configurations. Finally, the image

intensities stemming from all considered frozen-phonon lattice configurations are in¬

coherently summed. To generate a lattice configuration, i.e. a frozen phonon in the

Einstein model, the atoms of the model crystal are at random displaced from their

equilibrium positions.

The Debye-Waller factor for a selected crystalline material depends on its Debye

temperature (see, e.g., [Warr69]). If the elastic constants are known, the Debye

frequency can be obtained by using a formula proposed by Quimby and Sutton

[Quim53]. The Debye frequency directly leads to the Debye temperature. Ac¬

cording to this procedure, a Debye-Waller factor at 20 °C of 8.1 x 10~3nm2 was

calculated for aluminum. The elastic constants for pure aluminum were taken from

Simmons and Wang [Simm71]. The Debye-Waller factor for aluminum was used

to calculate the mean square displacements of both, the aluminum and the silver

atoms. According to the Einstein model, the mean square displacements were used

to randomly generate frozen phonons. Investigation of the image intensity with an

increasing number of frozen phonons showed that convergence of the image intensity

is already reached after about 10 frozen phonons. Muller et al. [MullOI] found

that good results for the thermal diffuse scattering can be achieved by about 16

lattice configurations. The value found by Muller et al. [MullOI] is thus higher

than the value determined in the present investigation. In the present study in each

case 12 frozen phonons were considered.

5.5.2 Testing incoherent imaging

As incoherent imaging makes a direct image interpretation possible, it is essential

to test the incoherence of the imaging process. A thickness series of HAADF STEM

micrographs of two silver columns was therefore calculated. A HAADF STEM mi¬

crograph of the unit cell underlying these silver columns is shown in Figure 32a. The

silver columns are displaced by the nearest neighbor distance of atomic columns

in (110)0, projection, i.e. 0.248 nm. The calculations were done for U = 300 kV,

Cs = 1.2 mm, an optimal defocus of A/Scherzer,i = —48 nm and an optimal semi-
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angle of beam convergence ac2 = «Scherzer.i = 9.0 mrad, the semi-angle range of the

HAADF detector was 45 to 165 mrad.

Figure 32b shows the thickness dependence of the HAADF signal of the two columns.

This map (Figure 32b) was obtained by extracting the pixels from each calculated

micrograph along the line marked in Figure 32a and arranging them from left to

right. Obviously, for the optimal incident electron probe, i.e. for Scherzer inco¬

herent conditions, no half-space intensity maximum between the columns or any

interference between the columns are found. Up to 20 nm the atomic columns can

be treated as independent scatterers. Transversal incoherence is thus well fulfilled.

Figure 32: Multislice simulations performed to test the incoherent imaging model,

a: calculated HAADF STEM micrograph of two silver atoms, b: thickness depen¬
dence of the HAADF signal for the line marked in a, c: thickness dependence of

the silver-column intensity for the BF (0-15mrad), the ADF (15-45mrad) and the

HAADF (45-165 mrad) signal. The HAADF curve corresponds to the pixels marked

in b. Curves in c are scaled to a maximum of 1.0.

The normalized HAADF signal along the line marked in Figure 32b is shown in

Figure32c (full line). Apart from the weak oscillations at low thicknesses a nearly
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linear increase of the HAADF intensity of the silver column is found. This indicates

that each additional silver atom in the column contributes with a constant inten¬

sity increment to the intensity measured for the whole column. The silver atoms

in the column can be treated as independent scatterers. No top-to-bottom effect is

expected as it is known for conventional HRTEM (see, e.g., [Coen87]). According

to the incoherent imaging model, longitudinal incoherence is thus fulfilled to a good

approximation. This result is in agreement with similar results of multislice simula¬

tions reported by Hillyard and Silcox [Hill95] for InP.

In contrast to the HAADF signal, owing to the coherence between the atoms in the

column, the intensity for the annular dark-field (ADF) signal shown by the dotted

line in Figure 32c does not increase linearly with thickness. A pronounced intensity

maximum is found for the ADF signal at about 9 nm. Accordingly, the bright-field

(BF) signal shown by the short dashed line in Figure 32c decreases with increasing

thickness.

Similar results for different imaging parameters obtained by multislice simulations

for GaAs were reported by Ishizuka [IshiOI]. Multislice simulations by Hillyard et

al. [Hill93] for comparable imaging parameters as used in the present investiga¬

tion reveal that the longitudinal incoherence is only fulfilled for thicknesses up to

about 15 to 20 nm depending on the atomic number of the elements constituting

the column. Hillyard et al. [Hill93] show that for light elements the longitudinal

incoherence holds for higher crystal thicknesses, whereas for heavy elements this

approximation is violated already at lower thickness values. Figure 32c validates the

approximation of longitudinal incoherent imaging for silver, according to [Hill93]

this approximation is thus also valid for aluminum.

5.5.3 Implementation of the multislice algorithm

A model crystal containing a silver-rich zone was generated. The silver distribution

in this crystal is consistent with short-range order parameters determined by Malik

et al. [Mali96] from diffuse X-ray and neutron scattering measurements for an

Al-3 at.% Ag alloy aged for 4h at 140 °C. The model crystal used for the simulation

contains 11800 atoms, the x-, y- and ^-dimensions were 3.7x4.8x10.0nm3. The

initial crystal was larger, therefore the average silver concentration of the cutout

used for the simulation is not 3 at.%. The x-direction corresponds to the [110]a, the

^/-direction to the [001]a and the ^-direction to the [110]a crystal direction. For the

multislice calculation the crystal was cut into 35 slices along the ^-direction, i.e.,

the simulation was done for an [110]a incident beam direction. Each slice with a
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thickness of 0.286 nm corresponds to an atomic layer. Figure 33 shows the simulated

micrograph. The calculation was done for 300 kV, a constant of spherical aberration

Cs of 1.2 mm, Scherzer incoherent conditions and a semi-angle range of the HAADF

detector of 45 to 165 mrad. Apart from the outer detector semi-angle, these imaging

parameters are in good accordance with the parameters employed for the experi¬

ments using the Philips Tecnai F30 microscope (see Table 6). The sampling rate of

the simulation is insufficient to calculate the intensity at higher scattering angles.

However, the inner detector angle is more important because the intensity strongly

decreases with increasing scattering angle.

Figure 33: Multislice HAADF STEM simulation of a silver-rich precipitate in an

Al-Ag model crystal. Semi-angle range of the HAADF signal: 45-165 mrad.

The silver contents of the atomic columns of the model crystal are known, and their

intensities in the simulated micrograph can be measured. The power-law approx¬

imation for the intensity /at0m scattered by an atom to the HAADF detector, i.e.

^atom = ßZa, was fitted to these measured intensities. The crucial fitting parameter

for the atomic-number sensitivity of the imaging process is a. A value of 1.8 for a

was found to match the simulated intensities. This value is important for a direct

quantitative image interpretation in terms of a chemical analysis. It is assumed that

the experimental micrographs show the same atomic-number dependence.
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5.6 Quantitative image analysis

The incoherence of the HAADF STEM imaging process was tested by multislice

simulations suitable for the experimental setup. It was found that for the imaging

and microscope parameters employed, transversal as well as longitudinal incoher¬

ence are fulfilled to a good approximation. It is therefore assumed that incoherent

imaging also holds for the experiments performed. Each atom of the crystal acts as

an independent scatterer and contributes independently from others to the image

intensity. Furthermore, the intensity /atom scattered by an atom to the HAADF

detector is proportional to Za, i.e., /atom = ß Za, where a = 1.8.

A high-resolution zone-axis HAADF STEM micrograph of a silver-rich precipitate

embedded in the silver-depleted matrix shows the projections of the atomic columns

passing through the precipitate. According to equations (36) and (40), the intensity

of an atomic column can be written as (neglecting the noise and the dark current

of the detector):

/column = nAlIAl + nAg/Ag = ß («Al^Al + nAg^Ag) > (44)

where nA\ and nAg are the numbers of aluminum and silver atoms in a column.

The thickness of the foil is assumed to be a constant over the field of view, i.e.

^Ai + ^Ag = ^column = constant. Because of the shape of the precipitates, nearly each

projected atomic column contains a different number of silver atoms. According to

the incoherent imaging model, the increase in intensity caused by the substitution

of an aluminum by a silver atom is a constant. By measuring the absolute value

of the intensity differences A/ of neighboring atomic columns, a histogram of A/

values can be plotted (frequency of A/ vs. AI). Because the thickness is constant,

in the absence of any noise and according to equation (44), only discrete values of

A/ are allowed. Hence, the histogram should be sharply peaked at values of:

A4 = n(/Ag - /ai) = riß {Z%g - Z%) , (45)

where n is a positive integer that expresses the difference in silver atoms comparing

neighboring columns. If n = 0, neighboring columns have an equal number of silver

atoms and their intensity difference vanishes. If neighboring columns differ by one

silver atom, then n = 1 and A/ = A/i. For n > 1 the measured intensity difference

is throughout an integer multiple of Alf. Knowing A/x by measuring the A/ dis¬

tribution function, the constant of proportionality ß can be determined. Neglecting

the silver content of the matrix (c^"* < 0.1 at.% [Dube91]), the number of silver

atoms can then be calculated for each atomic column. If the silver content of the
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columns is calculated relative to a matrix column, the silver content of the matrix

need not be known or may even be neglected.

In addition, if a correction for the dark current of the detector is made, determi¬

nation of the foil thickness is possible. The correction for the dark current of the

HAADF detector is necessary, because absolute intensity values - not only intensity

differences - are analyzed. According to equation (44), the intensity of an atomic

column in the matrix can be written as (the silver content of the matrix is neglected) :

-'matrix — "column" ^Al' V ^V

where "column is the total number of atoms in a column and ß is known from the

analysis of the A/ distribution. By measuring /matrix, "column and therefore the

thickness of the foil can be calculated.

The only parameter required in advance for this image analysis is the exponent a.

This parameter can be approximated by the Rutherford value (a=2) or, with more

precision, be determined from image simulations. This was done in section 5.5.3 and

a value of 1.8 for the exponent a was found.

5.6.1 Test of the image analysis

The quantitative image analysis was tested by using the simulated micrograph in

Figure 33. The corresponding histogram of the intensity differences of neighboring

atomic columns, i.e. the A/ histogram, is shown in Figure 34. Two distinct maxima

can be identified. According to equation (45) these maxima can be used to calibrate

the intensity of the whole image, i.e. to determine the constant of proportionality ß.

The broadening of the ideally sharply peaked maxima in the histogram clearly re¬

veals that the incoherence, especially the longitudinal incoherence, of the imaging

process is a crude approximation [NellOO]. However, a value for Alf and conse¬

quently also for ß can still be evaluated. The number of silver atoms for each atomic

column within the GP zone relative to the a matrix column (or absolute if the silver

content of the matrix is neglected) can then be determined. Figure 35 shows the

silver distribution map obtained by analyzing the simulated HAADF STEM micro¬

graph in Figure 33 using the histogram in Figure 34. Compared with the effective

number of silver atoms in the model crystal, the maximum error for the silver con¬

tent of an atomic column is lower than 1.5 silver atoms. Additionally, knowing the

constant of proportionality ß in equation (46), the total number of atoms ncoiUmn

constituting a column and finally the thickness of the crystal can be calculated. A
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Figure 34: Histogram of the intensity differences A/ of neighboring atomic

columns. According to equation (45) the maxima at A/x and A/2 were used to

calibrate the image intensity.

thickness for the model crystal of 10.3±0.6nm was determined. Compared with the

effective thickness of 10.0 nm of the model crystal, the measured value is within 10 %

accuracy.

The test of the image analysis using the simulated HAADF STEM micrograph shown

in Figure 33 reveals that such an analysis can be performed and that the errors are

reasonably low.

5.6.2 Implementation of the image analysis

Figure 36 shows a high-resolution HAADF STEM micrograph of GP zones in Al-

3 at.% Ag aged for 15 h at 105 °C. The micrograph was taken in (110)a zone-axis

orientation. Owing to specimen drift, the crystal lattice appears distorted. The

GP zone investigated is framed, has a diameter of about 4 nm and shows a nearly

homogeneous silver distribution. The thickness of the foil was measured by the log-

ratio method. The measured relative thickness, i.e. t/Amei, where t is the thickness

of the foil and A;nei the inelastic mean free path (see section3.1) of 0.36(±0.02),

yields (with the calculated value for Ainei = 146 nm for Al-3 at.% Ag at 300 kV, see

[MALI88]) a foil thickness t of 52.6(±2.9) nm. The thickness of this foil is clearly

larger than the foil investigated in, e.g., Figure 25. The above image analysis applied
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Figure 35: Silver distribution map obtained by analyzing the simulated micrograph
shown in Figure 33. The numbers of silver atoms for each atomic column are given

by the scale bar on the right.

to the marked GP zone yields the silver distribution map in the inset of Figure 36,

the color scale ranging from 0 to 32 silver atoms is given at the bottom.

Using the intensity calibration presented and taking account of the detector dark-

current, the number of aluminum atoms in an atomic column is found to be ncoiumn =

201(±27), which corresponds to a thickness of 57.5(±6.5) nm. Although the error

of this value is remarkable, the calculated thickness is in good agreement with the

value determined by the log-ratio technique (52.6(±2.9) nm).

5.6.3 Discussion of the image analysis

Even though it was shown that the incoherent imaging model is fulfilled to a good

approximation, deviations from the linear thickness dependence are found, partic¬

ularly for a small number of silver atoms (see Figure 32c). The limited validity of

the incoherent imaging model and the large noise which is present in experimental

HAADF STEM micrographs (see section 5.4) are the main reasons for the error of

the image analysis presented. The basis of the image analysis are equations (45) and

(46), which are only valid for ideal incoherent imaging.

The constant of proportionality ß in these equations contains the flux of incident
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Figure 36: Quantitative image analysis. The inset shows the silver distribution map

obtained by analyzing the framed Guinier-Preston zone. The maximum number of

silver atoms for an atomic column is 32, the color scale for the silver distribution

map is given at the bottom.

electrons nm, which in the power-law approximation (see equation (40)) is supposed

to be a constant. For a single atom this is certainly true, but for several atoms in a

column, this is obviously not correct. Each atom in a column experiences a different

flux of incident electrons. Therefore, if several atoms in a column are considered,

the constant of proportionality ß is in fact not a constant. Apart from the crude

approximation for the atomic-number dependence Za, equations (45) and (46) may

thus oversimplify the imaging process.

The noise in high-resolution HAADF STEM micrographs is considerable (see, e.g.,

Figure 36). Mainly four sources of noise can be distinguished: (i) the limited number

of detected electrons per scan position, (ii) scan noise, (iii) the unavoidable oxidation
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of the aluminum surface and (iv) surface contamination during image acquisition.

The error of the analysis caused by this experimental noise can be estimated by

comparing the intensities of the atomic columns in the matrix. For a constant foil

thickness over the field of view and neglecting the silver content of the matrix, the

intensities of the matrix columns should be equal. The variation of the intensities of

the matrix columns in Figure 36 gives an error corresponding to a variation of ±1.6

silver atoms per column. This error applies to all atomic columns in the image.

In addition, this overall noise and the simplification of the image analysis, i.e. the

incoherent imaging model, cause an error in the intensity calibration. The intensity

difference of a silver and an aluminum atom Alf and thus the constant of propor¬

tionality ß in equation (45) can only be determined with an estimated uncertainty of

about 10%. The accuracy of the determination of A/1; i.e. the accuracy of the in¬

tensity calibration, strongly depends on the size of the GP zone. Only for relatively

large zones (see Figure 36), statistics are good enough, and a more or less accurate

intensity calibration can be obtained by analyzing the corresponding A/ histogram.

The uncertainty of the intensity calibration results in an extra error particularly

for the columns that contain more silver than the matrix columns. Obviously, the

absolute value of this additional error increases with increasing silver content. The

maximal error - valid for a column containing nominally 32 silver atoms (see Fig¬

ure 36) - is then ±3.1 silver atoms (including the error caused by the noise, ±1.6

silver atoms).

One of the assumptions made above is the constant crystal thickness. Any real¬

istic violation of this assumption has only minor consequences on the analysis of the

GP zone. Since the GP zone is completely embedded in the matrix consisting of

nearly pure aluminum, thickness changes between neighboring columns are caused

by say one or two additional or missing aluminum atoms. Because of the power-law

dependence on the atomic number, changes of the thickness and the corresponding

changes in intensity due to different numbers of aluminum atoms are much less pro¬

nounced than changes in intensity due to the varying number of silver atoms within

the GP zone.

Compared with the analysis of the simulated image, a lower accuracy for the calcu¬

lated thickness results for experimental HAADF STEM micrographs. The thickness

of the specimen is mainly determined by the aluminum-rich matrix. Since the high-

angle scattering intensity of an aluminum atom is nearly ten times weaker than the

high-angle scattering intensity of a silver atom (a = 1.8), variations in intensity due

to noise and surface contamination of the specimen cause the measured number of
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aluminum atoms - and hence the measured thickness - to vary much stronger than

the number of silver atoms within the GP zone.

Determination of the thickness of the foil by the analysis presented yields a value

in agreement with the value obtained by the log-ratio method [Mali88]. The ab¬

solute error of the thickness (±27 atoms) turns out - as expected - to be nearly ten

times larger than the maximal error for the number of silver atoms in an atomic

column (±3.1 silver atoms). However, the accuracies of both methods to measure

the foil thickness are comparable, because the accuracy of the calculation of the in¬

elastic mean free path Ainei by the method of Malis et al. [Mali88] is questionable

[YANG95].

The silver concentration of a GP zone can not be determined by the method pre¬

sented. Although for each atomic column the silver content is accessed, the extension

of a GP zone in the direction of the projection remains unknown. Furthermore, to

calculate the silver concentration of a zone a sharp interphase boundary has to be

defined. The location of the interphase boundary is crucial for the silver content of

the zone. But its setting is not clear particularly for irregularly shaped zones and

even for the GP zone investigated (see Figure 36).

In conclusion, the image analysis presented is based on a simple imaging model

described by the equations (45) and (46). The method allows the number of silver

atoms in individual atomic columns of GP zones with a diameter exceeding about

4nm to be determined. The estimated uncertainty of the analysis is about ±10%.

On the basis of this image analysis, the thickness of the foil can be calculated. The

accuracies of the presented method and the log-ratio technique [Mali88] are sim¬

ilar. The noise present in HAADF STEM micrographs and the limited validity of

the imaging model are the main sources of the error of the image analysis. Because

of the power-law dependence of the image intensity on the atomic number, the er¬

ror in the calculated number of aluminum atoms, i.e. the error in the calculated

thickness, is larger than the error in the calculated number of silver atoms within

GP zones. Hence, a reliable and accurate characterization of a silver-rich GP zone

is practicable, even if the thickness of the foil is not known with the same precision.
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6 Discussion

The present investigation of the structure of GP zones in Al-3 at.% Ag leads to the

following conclusions.

During quenching from a solutionizing temperature to room temperature, silver-rich

clusters with diameters up to 2nm form (see Figure 28). These clusters, if studied

by HAADF STEM, mostly show a homogeneous silver distribution.

During aging for short times at temperatures between 100 and 200 °C, the clus¬

ters grow and form Guinier-Preston zones with a diameter of about 3 nm (see Fig¬

ures 25, 26 and 27). Although no strictly uniform shape is apparent, a common

feature is striking; most of these GP zones show a shell structure. The zones con¬

tain less silver in the core than in the surrounding shell. The shell structure is not

uniformly pronounced. There are larger GP zones which appear more homogeneous

and smaller zones which consist not of a closed spherical silver-rich shell. Still, the

average structure of these small GP zones is best described by the shell model pro¬

posed by Dubey et al. [Dube91]. GP zones with this distinct shell structure are

only characteristic for the early stages of decomposition of Al-3 at.% Ag. HRTEM

indicated an inhomogeneous silver distribution within GP zones. By using HAADF

STEM, it was possible to reveal the inhomogeneous nature of small GP zones and

to confirm the shell structure.

In samples aged for 43 h at 160 °C, the beginning of the 7' phase formation can be

observed (see Figure 8). The GP zones in these samples are larger and homogeneous,

they are facetted parallel to {lll}a planes. This is the well known structure of larger

GP zones in Al-Ag (see, e.g., [Alex84]) which is confirmed here by energy-filtered

TEM and HRTEM (see Figure 11). These GP zones show an additional character¬

istic feature. Most of the GP zones have planar defects, namely stacking faults on

{lll}a planes (see Figures 11 and 12). No indication of an inhomogeneous silver

distribution can be found in these GP zones exceeding a diameter of about 5 nm.

Because the silver is redistributed from the still growing GP zones to the 7' platelets,

some GP zones disappear. The 7' platelets are thus surrounded by precipitate-free

zones (see Figure 8).
A late stage of the decomposition process was investigated in samples aged at 220 °C.

GP zones with diameters up to 20 nm can be found. Plates and platelets of the 7

and the 7' phase dominate (see Figure 24). The 7 plates are surrounded by wide

precipitate-free zones. At the faces of the 7' and 7 plates, ledges can be found.

These observations made by HAADF STEM confirm the well known growth mech-
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anism of 7' and 7 plates (see, e.g., [Howe87, Cson98, MoorOO]).

The most important result of the present TEM study is the imaging of GP zones

with a shell structure. The formation of GP zones in Al-Ag showing a shell structure

is in conflict with the classical model of nucleation and growth as described in, e.g.,

[WagnOI, Haas96]. A definite explanation for the shell structure of GP zones can

not be given here. Five concepts (i-v) are proposed which might account for the

observations.

(i) Coherency strains

A supersaturated solid solution outside the spinodal regime is a metastable system

which tends to lower its Gibbs energy by decomposition. For supersaturated Al-Ag

solid solutions, the Gibbs energy can be reduced by forming either GP zones or 7',

and finally 7 platelets. The kinetics of the alloy control the sequence of formation

of the different phases. In the beginning of the decomposition process small effects

may have an impact on the type of growth of the silver-rich clusters present after

quenching. Although coherency strains between precipitates and matrix in decom¬

posed Al-Ag are small, they are present (see, e.g., [UNGÄ90]). In the beginning of

the decomposition process, the small distortions caused by GP zones are even most

pronounced and decrease with increasing aging time [UNGÂ90]. Dubey [Dube90]

suggests that the coherency strains are reduced during aging by stacking faults,

particularly by the corresponding partial dislocation loops, inside GP zones. Stack¬

ing faults are indeed typical for GP zones with diameters larger than about 5nm

([Schw90], see also Figures 11 and 12). In contrast, small GP zones or silver-rich

clusters do not show this kind of defect (see, e.g., Figures 16, 26 and 28).

A loop of a partial dislocation is not stable and collapses. However, if the stacking

fault formed by the partial dislocation loop has a negative energy, a stacking fault

exceeding a critical size inhibits the collapse of the partial dislocation loop. Since the

stacking-fault energy in silver-rich GP zones is expected to be negative18 [Hirs65]

(see section 3.3), GP zones can only reduce their coherency strains by stacking faults

if their sizes exceed a critical size. Smaller GP zones, wherein the system consist¬

ing of a stacking fault and a partial dislocation loop is not stable, can not lower

their coherency strains by stacking faults and the corresponding partial dislocation

loops. The coherency strains may thus affect the structure of the small zones. In

the beginning of an aging treatment, the silver-rich clusters present after quenching

and formed at higher temperatures then first transform to a structure with a lower

18A value for the negative stacking-fault energy inside GP zones is not known.
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distortion energy. In this respect, a shell structure may be favored. Then, during

further aging, the irregularly shaped GP zones grow, exceed the critical size, and

stacking faults can be formed. The coherency strains of these larger precipitates

can be lowered by the stacking faults, and the GP zones become more spherical and

homogeneous.

By calculations based on the discrete-atom method, Lee [Lee97] shows that for

certain conditions, which are comparable to the present case, coherent precipitates

can lower the distortion energy by forming shell structures. The surface of such a

shell-structured precipitate is larger than for a homogeneous particle of the same

concentration and with the same number of silver atoms. However, the interphase

boundary energy of GP zones in Al-Ag is very small and has thus a minor influence

on the structure of the zones [Lego84]. Hence, it is possible that the shell structure

of small GP zones is formed in order to reduce the coherency strains.

Figure 37 shows a bright-field zone-axis image (Figure 37a) and the corresponding

HRTEM micrograph (Figure 37b) of GP zones in Al-3 at.% Ag aged for 4 h at 140 °C.

This imaging technique allows strain fields to be visualized (see, e.g., [Mats90]).

Strain fields cause a reduction of the image intensity. Obviously (see Figure 37a),

small GP zones give rise to strain fields, which can be mapped.

Figure 37: Bright-field zone-axis image (a) and the corresponding HRTEM micro¬

graph (b) in (llO)o, zone-axis orientation of Guinier-Preston zones in Al-3 at.% Ag.

Sample aged for 4 h at 140 °C.
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(ii) QUENCHED-IN VACANCIES

The agglomeration of quenched-in vacancies inside GP zones is a further possibility

to explain the shell structure of the precipitates. Based on the HAADF STEM mi¬

crographs shown, e.g., in Figure 25, it is not possible to decide if either the center

of the shells is aluminum-rich or if it is a vacancy agglomeration. This uncertainty

corresponds to the ambiguity in interpreting the HAADF STEM image contrast in

systems consisting of more than two elements. The agglomeration of vacancies in¬

side silver-rich zones is possibly favored, since analogously silver tends to segregate

at Al-Ag surfaces (see, e.g., [Wetl94]). However, if the vacancy concentration for

the solutionizing temperature (550 °C) is calculated for pure aluminum according to

the thermodynamic data given in [Ehrh91], the maximum vacancy concentration

after quenching can be estimated; a value of 1.6 x 10~4 is obtained. If all vacancies

agglomerate within the GP zones and if one assumes a volume fraction of the GP

zones in Al-3 at.% Ag at 140 °C of about 0.2 (see [Dube90]), a maximum vacancy

concentration in the GP zones of about 10~3 is calculated. This value is too small

to cause the silver-depleted core of the zones.

(iii) Interface segregation

Dubey [Dube90] proposes another explanation for the shell structure. Because sil¬

ver tends to segregate at Al-Ag surfaces (see, e.g., [Wetl94]), Dubey [Dube90]

suggests that similarly silver segregates at interphase boundaries between the silver-

rich pre-precipitates and the matrix. The interphase boundary segregation then

causes the silver depletion in the center of the GP zones.

Although the segregation of silver at surfaces is not directly comparable to the

segregation at interphase boundaries, this explanation is supported by similar ob¬

servations reported by Reich et al. [Reic98]. Reich et al. [Reic98] studied the

evolution of precipitates in Al-Cu-Mg-Ag by AP-FIM and found magnesium and

silver segregations at interphase boundaries between precipitates and matrix. The

observations of Reich et al. [Reic98] were confirmed by Hutchinson et al. [HuTCOl]

who investigated (by HAADF STEM) precipitates in Al-Cu-Mg-Ag and found the

cupper-rich precipitates to be surrounded by two silver- and magnesium-rich atomic

layers.

(iv) Faceting

The faceting of the GP zones depends on the temperature [Lego84]. With increas¬

ing aging temperature, the faceting decreases. The silver-rich clusters formed at

higher temperature during quenching have thus a shape incompatible with thermal
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treatments at lower temperatures. If the clusters grow to form GP zones, they have

first to change their shape to become more facetted. If the influx of silver is not high

enough, the shape transformation might result in a silver-depleted core. However, in

contrast to LeGoues et al. [Lego84], Dubey [Dube90] finds that the shape factor

of GP zones changes only little with temperature. This concept is thus rather vague

to fully explain the shell structure of GP zones.

The concepts (i) to (iv) proposed to explain the shell structure of GP zones are

not mutually exclusive. Moreover, the argumentations may overlap. It is for in¬

stance not possible to fully separate concept (i), which is based on the reduction

of coherency strains, from concept (iv). Therefore, it is also possible that the shell

structure results from a combination of the proposed concepts (i-iv). The fifth con¬

cept clearly differs from the concepts given above.

(v) Sample preparation

In section 5.4.1 it was shown that the shell structure of GP zones is not an effect

caused by radiation damage. However, it can never be excluded that the structure of

the GP zones evolves during the sample preparation, particularly during ion milling

and plasma cleaning19. Care was taken to minimize the heat to which the samples

are exposed to during both the preparation and the storage.

Some foils prepared and investigated had thicknesses below 10 nm. A large part of

the material investigated thus belongs to the surface. There is always a residual

possibility that the structures observed are affected by the foil surface and that

these structures are not representative for bulk materials. Still, the structures of

the GP zones observed by TEM are in good agreement with the results of Dubey

et al. [Dube91] and Malik et al. [Mali96]. It is therefore safe to state that the

structures of the GP zones studied are not affected by both the sample preparation

and the foil surfaces.

Provided that the shell structure of GP zones in Al-Ag is an intrinsic property

of the material, particularly that it is not an effect caused by quenched-in vacancies

or by the sample preparation, the question is raised if either the whole structure

consisting of a silver-depleted core and a silver-rich shell should be regarded as a

GP zone or if only the silver-rich part represents a GP zone. The answer to this

19
Preliminary studies on samples prepared by low-temperature electrolytical thinning showed

similar results concerning the structure of the GP zones. These samples were prepared in a twin-jet

apparatus from Fischione using a 70 vol.% methanol - 30 vol.% nitric acid (65 % HNO3) electrolyte
at-30°C.
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question is not unique as it depends on the technique used to study the zones. For

techniques which are not able to resolve the internal structure of the zones, the whole

inhomogeneous structure appears as one GP zone. Then, the silver concentration

measured for the whole structure is obviously smaller than the silver concentration

of the silver-rich shell only. If an experimental technique resolves the internal struc¬

ture of the GP zones, the silver-rich shell can be regarded as the GP zone and thus,

the silver concentration attributed to the zone will be higher. This ambiguity might

explain some of the confusion concerning the silver content of GP zones in Al-Ag

(see Figure 2).

GP zones are metastable precipitates representing a metastable phase. A "phase"

can be defined as a zone wherein no discontinuity of any physical property is found

(see, e.g., [Wedl87]). On an atomic scale, this definition becomes vague, because

it makes no statement about the size of the zone. In terms of the concept (i) given

above to explain the structure of small GP zones, the silver-rich shell corresponds

to an irregularly shaped precipitate. In agreement with the definition of a phase it

seems thus adequate to term the silver-rich part of the observed structures GP zone,

but the concept of a phase is certainly questionable in the nanoscale region.

From the five concepts given above to explain the structure of small GP zones,

concept (i) has to be preferred, since it allows to explain two important and well

accepted experimental results. Firstly, an explanation for the measured decrease of

long-range distortions with increasing aging time [UNGÂ90] can be given. In the be¬

ginning of the decomposition process, long-range distortions are lowered by a shape

transformation of the silver-rich clusters and then, in a second step by the formation

of stacking faults inside larger GP zones. Although Gragg and Cohen [Grag71] dis¬

proved the existence of order in GP zones, which was previously proposed by Auer

and Gerold [Auer65], Ungar et al. [UngÂ90] suggest that the measured decrease

of the coherency strains with increasing aging time is caused by a gradual increase

of the internal order in GP zones [UNGÄ90]. Provided that the concept (i) is valid,

in agreement with Gragg and Cohen [Grag71], no ordered structure is required to

explain the decrease of the coherency strains in the beginning of an aging treatment.

Secondly, concept (i) gives a qualitative explanation for the observed kinetics, i.e.,

it gives an explanation for the accepted fact that in the beginning of the decompos-

tion process, only GP zones are formed and that the 7' phase can only be found

after extended aging times. Stacking faults inside GP zones act as nuclei for the

7' platelets (see section 3.3), but stacking faults can only be observed in GP zones

exceeding a critical size of about 4 to 5nm. According to concept (i), smaller GP
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zones are supposed to reduce the coherency strain by changing their shape, i.e by

forming shell structures. Hence, GP zones have first to reach a critical size before

stacking faults in the zones become stable. The stacking faults can then act as nuclei

for 7' platelets.

In addition, stacking-fault strengthening [Hirs65] is assumed to be the main harden¬

ing mechanism in decomposed Al-Ag alloys (see, e.g., [Hatt94]). But Hattenhauer

et al. [Hatt94] found by in-situ TEM deformation experiments that the obstacles,

i.e. small GP zones, seem to be stronger than the usual models of stacking-fault

strengthening can explain [Hatt94]. Therefore, the transition from the shell struc¬

ture of small GP zones to the homogeneous state of GP zones with a diameter

exceeding a critical size may also elucidate both the anomaly of the critical re¬

solved shear stress with increasing aging time, which was observed for Al-1 at.% Ag

at about 10h aging at 140 °C (see, e.g., [Hatt94]), and the large obstacle strength

of small GP zones in Al-1 at.% Ag, which was found by Hattenhauer et al. [Hatt94].

Finally, it remains to assess the arguments against the formation of GP zones with

a shell structure. Primarily, GP zones with shell structures do not fit into the clas¬

sical model of nucleation and growth to describe a decomposition process. This

objection is true but not legitimate as the model is maybe insufficient. As LeGoues

et al. [Lego84] point out, GP zones can either form by nucleation and growth or

by spinodal decomposition. However, the same authors [Lego84] then show that

because of the low interphase boundary energy of silver-rich precipitates in Al-Ag,

it is unlikely that GP zones in Al-Ag form by spinodal decomposition. The nucle¬

ation barrier is so low that negligible undercooling is needed to achieve abundant

nucleation [Lego84]. But LeGoues et al. [Lego84] also point out that there is a

"no-theory-region" where neither the nucleation and growth theory nor the theory

of spinodal decomposition is valid. On an atomic scale where terms like interface,

phase or volume Gibbs energy become vague, both theories are certainly insufficient.

A second argument against shell-structured GP zones and particularly against con¬

cept (i) proposed above arises from the importance of the coherency strains to

explain the structure evolution of GP zones. Beside some exceptions [UNGÂ90,

Dube90], it has been accepted that lattice distortions in decomposed Al-Ag are

negligible (see, e.g., [Auer65, Lego84, Lang92]). This assumption is proba¬

bly not permissible because the interphase boundary energy of silver-rich precip¬

itates in Al-Ag is also small [Lego84]. Small distortions in Al-Ag can possibly

affect the structure of precipitates more than similar distortions in binary sys¬

tems where the interphase boundary energy of precipitates is higher. Further-
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more, there is always some ambiguity how to interpret a diffuse intensity maximum

in a scattering experiment; it can be caused by short-range order scattering, by

distortion scattering or by a superposition of both. This may explain why Auer

and Gerold [Auer65] interpreted a diffuse intensity maximum as a sign of order,

whereas Gragg and Cohen [Grag71] showed that a similar intensity maximum

was caused by distortion scattering. Lattice distortions in decomposed Al-Ag are

present [Auer65, Grag71, Dube90, UngÄ90]. Although they are small, it can

be questioned if their effect on the decomposition process is negligible, particularly

for precipitates with a small interphase boundary energy.

6.1 Final remarks

The present atomic-scale study of partially decomposed Al-3 at.% Ag leads to the

following model of the structure evolution of the silver-rich precipitates. Silver-rich

clusters form during quenching from a solutionizing temperature to room temper¬

ature. These mostly homogeneous clusters are formed at higher temperatures and

give rise to coherency strain fields at lower temperatures. During aging at temper¬

atures between 100 and 200 °C, these strain fields are at first reduced by a shape

transformation. GP zones are then present which show a distinct shell structure.

In these early stages of the decomposition process, no indication of different states

of GP zones, i.e. r\ and e zones, with different silver concentration can be found.

During further aging, the GP zones grow and become homogeneous. Above a crit¬

ical size, stacking faults inside the GP zones appear. Coherency strains of these

larger zones can then be reduced by stacking faults, particularly by the correspond¬

ing partial dislocations loops. Simultaneously, these stacking faults act as nuclei for

7' platelets. The 7' phase begins to form and the platelets grow at the expense of

the GP zones.

The present TEM study of GP zones reveals that there are two different states of GP

zones. The different states are not representative for different aging temperatures

but for different stages of the decomposition process. GP zones, which form in the

beginning of the decomposition, i.e., during 15 h aging at 105 °C, 4 h at 140 °C and

3 min at 180 °C, respectively, with a size up to about 3 nm have a shell structure, but

no uniform shape is apparent. Larger GP zones present after 43 h aging at 160 °C

are homogeneous and facetted.

To confirm the predications stated above, it has to be shown that the shell structure
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of GP zones - which agrees with the results of Dubey et al. [Dube91], Schönfeld

et al. [SCHÖ92], Malik et al. [Mali96] and Bierska and Pajak [Bier02] - is a rep¬

resentative state of small GP zones in decomposed Al-Ag. This can be attempted

by investigating similar decomposition states in Al-Ag at different compositions and

by using HAADF STEM or a comparable technique which allows the zones to be

analyzed with a similar spatial and chemical resolution. Secondly, the assumption

that small lattice distortions in decomposed Al-Ag can affect the evolution of the

precipitates has to be supported either by experiments or by simulations (see, e.g.,

[Lee97]). Thirdly, a value for the stacking-fault energy inside GP zones has to be

measured. This makes possible the calculation of the critical size of GP zones, which

can reduce their coherency strains by stacking faults and the corresponding partial

dislocation loops.

HAADF STEM proved to be a powerful technique to study small chemical inhomo-

geneities. This imaging technique will be an excellent tool to study other decom¬

posed or ordered alloys. For materials with favorable atomic-number contrast, a

quantitative analysis of chemical inhomogeneities is possible. Using HAADF STEM

micrographs acquired from the same area along different projections, the ambiguity

caused by the projected object can be reduced. In decomposed Al-Ag, the shape

of GP zones can be determined if micrographs are recorded and analyzed for dif¬

ferent projections even without atomic-column resolution. However, a tomographic

method applied to GP zones can currently not be performed because of the strong

surface contamination during acquisition of HAADF STEM micrographs. Addition¬

ally, TEM studies are always less favorable for a reliable statistical description of

microstructures compared with neutron or X-ray scattering techniques.

It is assumed that the coherence of the HAADF signal is partially destroyed by

thermal diffuse scattering (see, e.g., [NellOO]). Hence, HAADF STEM micrographs

acquired at low temperatures (liquid helium or liquid nitrogen temperature) should

show coherency effects which are not present when working at room temperature.

The comparison of such micrographs with simulated images would contribute to the

further understanding of the HAADF STEM imaging process.
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